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CAMDEN COTTAGE BURNED
Homer Cottage Destroyed and Portlow, W. J. Cortis Estate Threat
ened Last Night
The large cottage on Penobscot
avenue, Camden, owned by Charles
Homer of Boston was destroyed by
file late last night with the loss es
timated at $10,000 and covered by
Insurance. The place had been va
cant several seasons so the blaze was
evidently of incendiary origin.
A
second alarm was sounded due to the
proximity of Portlow the beautiful
summer estate of Mrs. W. J. Curtis
which, however, was not damaged.
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in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
A mean trick was perpetrated the
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Many former Rockland High and j From a newspaper in Geneseo. NY.
In view of Judge Walter H. But other night when 25 nice cabbages
It is authoritatively stated that ap
in 1882. The Free Press was established
Camden
High
football
players,
as
well
where Mrs. Nellie (Healey) Starrett— j ler’s talk before th e Knox County were stolen from the garden of Ar
Edward H. Mitchell of Boston, in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to proximately 1500 cars crossed Waldoas other local gridiron performers
Tribune These papers consolidated
Mass., sold land and buildings in St. the
Hancock bridge Sunday. While the banded together to do their bit for formerly of Thomaston—teaches in a Fish & Game Association, and his th u r A. Clough, Purchase street.
March 17. 1897.
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George to Sarah Isabel Maker of
Fairhaven, Mass.
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Sallie H. Henry of Philadelphia sold I •••
— Silence is more eloquent than •••
land in Rockport to Gertrude Henry i — words.—Carlyle.
Dodge of Rockport.
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Frederick U. Walts of Rockland I
sold fand and buildings in Rockland Friendship to Frank L. Montgomery
of Warren.
to Jerome Jones of Rockland.
Carl E. Freeman of Glencove sold
Leland Wentworth of Hope sold
land in Glencove to Frank B. Fuller
land In Hope to S tate of Maine.
, of Glencove.
Lillian A. Cunningham of Warren : P
—u
sold land in W arren to State of
C Kenda11 Hopklns ° f Camden sold
land
in
Camden
to
Nathan
B.
Hop
Maine.
kins of Camden.

exact figures on the number of cars charity at Community Park Thanks normal school, is taken the following suggested methods cf tutting down
or persons crossing the new span are giving Day and the result was a 0 to 0 interesting article concerning her the number of Maine hunting fatal
not given out for publication, it is tie in a football game th a t was summer’s visit to the Hawaiian ities, the following edrorial from
watched by a large crowd. The pro Islands.
yesterday’s Press Herald is given:
stated that several hundred pedes ceeds
were turned over to the Rock
• • • •
*«*t
trians crossed and it is the concensus land-Camden unemployment relief
All the time I was in the Hawaiian
of opinion that the majority of the [ fund.
The hunting fatalities in Maine
Although the game ended in a Islands, I felt as though I were on a this year have shocked the people of
cars were filled to capacity. Thus a
scoreless tie It did not lack any of stage, everything is so colorful and tii- State and the Nation. So Far 12
conservative
estimate
of
the
number
Atwood Levensaler, home from
the thrills that feature a free run so entirely different from our ordi persons have been killed, three by
of persons who crossed the bridge j ning
University of Maine for the holiday,
stray bullets, three by their own
contest, as both teams showed nary, everyday life.
had as his guest A .L. Bitner of New
Brown boys swam out to the boat weapons and six. one a non-hunter,
(based on an average of three persons good running attacks a t times, but
York, a classmate.
to a car) would be between 4500 and sometimes the locals looked weak, in the harbor to catch the coins sl ot by other hynters because thev
5000. Most of the cars were State of especially in the first half when they thrown to them by the passengers. were mistaken for deer. Seven per
An electric clock valued at $7.00
did much fumbling. It was a battle A band greeted us with the strains sons have been injured, two by their
will be given away each day next
William A. Vannah of Waldoboro\ John Sband Gordon of St. George Maipe cars. It was a red letter dav of lines from start to finish and the of “Aloha.’’ I had always supposed own weapons, four by other hunters,
week. Ask about it a t Perry’s Mar and Lewis E. Waltz of Somerville, j ^eid land and buildings in St. George in the history of Bucksport and strong forward walls of both fur that Aloha meant "Farewell" but I and one by being h it by a stray bul
k e t—adv.
Verona, ior never before has either nished the reason whv neither team have learned that it is a word which let fired by an unidentified hunter.
Mass., sold land and buddings in , to George W. Bean of Rockland.
town witnessed the passage of so could get a man in the open for a fits every friendly occasion. It may
The hunting season in New York
mean “Hello, Goodbye, or I love you.” State closed Nov. 15. Twenty per
many cars through its streets in the score.
The
custom
of
greeting
friends
by
course of one day.
Camden missed two good oppor
sons were killed in that State
The sidewalks in the vicinity of tunities to score, while Rockland putting beautiful leis or necklaces of while hunting an d 101 were injured.
the Bucksport-Verona bridge were failed to take advantage of its one flowers around their necks is a very Last year in New York 28 were killed
thronged with townspeople during opportunity. The visitors had a lovely one and makes one so glad to and 59 injured.
the afternoon, who watched with gcod chance in the second period be there th a t he tries not to think
The authorities of New York re
great interest the unusual stream of after they had carried the ball from that the leis are very hot, and th a t port that there were fewer hunters
traffic passing to and fro over this the locals' 40 yard marker to the 10 the flowers so near the nose are a in the woods this year than in recent
old wooden structure.
yard line, The Rockland forward little overpowering in sweetness.
years, although more persons were
There is so much moisture on the killed or wounded than in other
Two traffic officers were kept busy wall tightened, however, and the Mealmost continuously for hours at a gunticook team was unable to gain islands. In some valleys it rains seasons. They account for this by
stretch directing the hundreds of any yardage on three line plays and every day, but the moisture comes the fact th a t th is year's crop of
vehicles, owing to the fact th a t dur an attempted pass was batted down from only one little cloud so the rest hunters were more careless and less
ing the construction of the new in the end zone for a touchback. of the landscape is flooded with sun experienced than usual.
bridge at this point, the old bridge is Camden's other scoring chance came shine and the rainbows cover the hills
♦ ♦ ♦*
a one way road. While the traffic in the final period after they had like gorgeous mantles flung over
It
is
the
opinion
of many Maine
was being permitted to pass from taken the ball on downs on Rock their shoulders; there are even lunar
Verona to Bucksport a line of waiting land’s 45 vard line. A completed for rainbows. The people there call their men who have been going into the
cars extended from th e end of the ward pass gained 20 yards and on the rain liquid sunshine and go about woods on hunting expeditions year
bridge west along Main street to D. B. next play a Rockland back interfered their affairs just as though the sun after year for a great many years
th at there were probably more in 
Clay's store and at one time as far with a pass receiver and it gave Cam were always shining.
experienced h u n ters in the Maine
as the A.&P. store. At the same time den the ball on Rockland's 9 yard
another line of vehicles awaiting line. Keene smashed off tackle for j The best known spot on the H a woods this season than ever before.
their turn to proceed, reached from five yards and as they were coming waiian Islands is Waikiki Beach. The They account for this by the fact
the foot of Bridge street east to out of the huddle for the next play beach itself is not very large but the th at there are m any men out of em
«T
Hincks street. When th e stream of the final whistle blew and ended a panorama spread out before one is ployment so th a t they have had the
traffic was being directed across the march that seemed to be going for a colorful beyond belief; reddish-pur time to devote to this sport. A con
bridge in the opposite direction from touchdown.
ple off on the horizon; translucent siderable number of hunters encoun
Bucksport to Verona, a line of cars
Rockland's big chance to score blues and greens of varying shades tered in the woods were found to be
could be seen packed in a closelv came in the third period after a par over the reefs; bright blue sampans men who were lacking a job and
formed line from the bridge back up tially blocked Camden punt gave the which are the Hawaiian fishing who were endeavoring to kill deer
the hill as far as the eye could see.
locals the ball on the Camden 25 yard boats; brown Hawaiian boys riding to help out the family larder.
Checks tor m em bersr of The Security Trust C om 
Sunday was the first pleasant day line Black and Valenta carried it to into the beach on their surf boards
The experienced hunters say th at
since the opening of the Waldo-Han the 15-yard line for a first down and with the white, curling surf appar the only thing th a t can be done to
p a n y ’s 1931 C hristm as C lu b will be m ailed Tuesday,
cock bridge and it was evident that an eight yard penalty against Cam ently chasing them in; the green- help reduce the number of fatalities
motorists made the most of it.—Ban den put the ball on the visitors' clad hills and deep blue skies.
during the hunting season is to de
Dec. 1. More than $97,000 will be distributed to K nox
gor Commercial.
A native Hawaiian grass h ut is vise ways of prevailing upon all
7-yard line. The Camden line proved
C ounty people through the Security’s offices next w eek.
to be too strong for the Rockland one of the interesting sights shown hunters to be more careful. A cam
An electric clock ,valued a t $7.00 backs to get through and the ball was tc the tourist. The man who lives In paign of education is needed prior
A large portion of this m oney would not h av e been saved
will be given awav each dav next surrendered on downs. Shortly after it keeps it in the old primitive fash to the opening of the hunting sea
week. Ask about it at Perry's Mar this rally had been checked Black in ion with lahala grass mats on the son. A similar campaign to prevent
but for the C hristm as C lub, the most successful th rift
ket.—adv.
tercepted a pass on Camden’s 25-yard floor and wooden and stone imple fcrest fires has been effective in this
plan ever developed.
line and ran it back to the 15-yard ments for cooking. The grass hut in State. The highways entering the
stripe to give Rockland another scor which Robert Louis Stevenson lived forest region have many warning
ing chance. But it lacked the neces when he was there, is preserved as a signs which undoubtedly have had
The Security’s 1932 C hristm as C lub is now form 
punch and was unable to put the memento of his visit. The native H a the effect of making huntei-, and
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON sary
ing and you m ay join next week. You will find below a
ball over the Camden goal line.
waiian dish is poi made from the fishermen more careful about start
The defensive work of the Rock roots of the taro plant cooked and ing fires. Experienced sportsmen sav
class to fit your purse and purpose. G e t an early start
D E N T IS T
land wingmen. Mannone and Connon pounded in a stone mortar until it is that something of the kind should be
was the outstanding individual feat ol a pasty constituency. It is then dime to inspire greater caution cn
tow ard the cash fund you will need next year, Join at
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland Oi
the game, with Monaghan. Rock thinned with water to suit the taste the part of Inexperienced hunters.
139*60
the most convenient Security office.
land guard, also plaving a good de and eaten with one, two, or three
It is believed to be doubtful if a
fensive game. Massolin, Mayhew and fingers which ever the constituency law could be enacted to so increase
Inman were the Camden defensive requires. It has a slightly acid taste the cost of hunting licenses as to
SELECT O N E O F T H E S E CLASSES:
stars while Keene and Nash did the and looks to me like lavender glue. reduce the number of hunters Pub
• *• •
ANOTHER
bulk of the ball carrying for the visit
lic sentiment is very much opposed
ors. The offensive work of Valenta
I was greatly surprised at the to costly hunting or fishing licenses.
$12.50
Deposit 25c a w e e k ................................
and Black of Rockland was also good. distance between the islands. I vis Anything which could be done to in 
25.00
Deposit 50c a w e e k ................................
The score:
ited Kauai, one of the nearest to crease the number of game wardens
EVERY WEDNESDAY Camden
Rockland i Oahu, and it was an overnight trip. would be helpful in making hunters
Deposit 1.00 a w e e k ..............................
50.00
8 00 o'clock
Ellinwood, re ................ re, Mannone Here are many rice fields, making more cautious, b u t this service is
100.00
Deposit 2.00 a w e e k ..............................
Massolin. rt ......... rt. Haskell, Frye the landscape very Japanese. The costly and it is unreasonable to ex
in Pete Edwards’
method of driving the birds from pect the number of wardens to be
Wentworth, Bracy, rg ...................
250.00
Deposit 5.00 a w e e k ..............................
................. rg, B. Black. Monaghan | the ripening rice was most amusing greatly increased.
New Bam
• • • •
S. Alexander, c ............... c. Larrabee In the center of the field was a tower
Upper Limerock Street
Mayhew, lg ....................... lg, Cullen j with a high platform on it. Extend
It is argued th a t the increased
Inman. It ......................... it, Glover ing from it were wires on some of cost
Music by
of hunting licenses would not
Hopkins. Dwinal. le ........ le. Connon which were rags and on others tin keep out of the woods inexperienced
Clark Island Orchestra
Nash, qb ........................... qb, Reed ’ cans filled with rattling contrivances. oi careless hunters.
Very often
132S&T143
When the birds alighted in a section
H. Alexander, Plaisted. rh .............
hunters of this kind care little about
........................ rh, Huntley, Wiggin cf the field, the watcher on the p lat tne cost of licenses. The proposi
Leonard, lh .... lh. Baxter. R. Black form pulled the string attached to tion that the law be changed so as to
Keene, fb ......................... fb, Valenta the tin can in that section and R a t require every inexperienced hunter
Referee. Fowler (Colby); umpire, tle! Rattle! Rattle! the birds are to employ a guide is not looked upon
Wotton (Bowdoin); head linesman. frightened from that section into a n  as
practicable thing. It is said such
CAMDEN, ROCKPORT, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Talbot (New Hampton); time, 2 10’s; other where the process is repeated. a alaw
could never be passed by
Prize Waltz Series
The flowers are beautiful beyond
2
12.'s.
v
/
description everywhere you look, the Legislature. Every citizen con
Special Added Attraction
ever, the trees bear gorgeous blos siders it to be his privilege to go into
MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
DR. ETHEL CRIE
soms. The so called shower trees the woods to h u n t and fish if he
“THE GOLD RUSH"
have huge pink and yellow blossoms wants to, and great oppositiort would
O stepathic Physician
Financial Institutions, Inc., is a Maine corporation owning or controlling a majority of the Capital Stock
somewhat
resembling wisteria. The develop if such a privilege should be
Watts Hall, Thomaston
THOMASTON, MAINE
of 13 Maine banks having total resources of more than $95,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common
hibiscus shows every imaginable denied.
Office Phone 136 Residence Phone 83 shade, the most delicate salmon
It Is evident th a t a thorough study
Stock of Financial Institutions. Inc.? is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is managed by Maine
MONDAY NITE, NOV 30 Free Children's Clinic every Saturday ! pink, rose, yellow and orange. The of this problem should be made by
men who have had long and successful experience in banking and finance.
morning 9-10. Continuous through lantana bush has tiny flowers of red, the State before any laws are en
Cup Displayed at the Paramount out the year. Bring children for i’ rrange,
yellow, and rose, all In the acted with the purpose of reducing
check-up.
132-143 i same cluster. The night blooming the number of hunting fatalities or
cereus is of course one of the m ost accidents. Maine suffers no more
intereating, spreading its huge, white, from this cause th a n do other States
waxy blossoms wide open in the where much hunting is done. But
moonlight. Palm trees of every va the subject is so important that it
riety add beauty with their featheiy should be given some attention and
fronds. A tall palm tree silhouetted this is likely to be done when an 
against the full moon with a groun other Legislature convenes.
of Hawaiians singing and playing
"FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS"
I '.aintive melodies is one of my most
reasured memories.

T h e S e c u r it y T r u s t C o m p a n y
w ill d is tr ib u te

$9 7 , 0 0 0

in C h r is tm a s C lu b c h e c k s
TU ESD A Y , DECEM BER 1

BARN D A NC E

S E C U R IT Y T R U S T C O M P A N Y
ROCKLAND

THIRD D A NC E

RUMMAGE SALE

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

THE SALVATION ARMY

SATURDAYS—9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
WEDNESDAYS— 1 P. M. to 5 P. M.
143-lt

R o c k la n d , M aine

1 9 3 1 CHRISTMAS CLUB CHECKS

A n Invitation
To K nox an d N eighboring Counties

W ill Be R ead y for P ay m en t

Rockland Invites You T o V isit Her Busi
ness Section, Now G ay In Holiday Dress

D E C E M B E R 1, 1 9 3 1

As N ever Before— O ver 8000 Colored
Bulbs a n d Evergreen O n E very W hite W ay

If n o t called fo r, th ey will be m ailed

■■ ■

Post F rom R ankin Block T o Upper Park
Street A re A glow In B eauty Every E ve
ning.

Rockland Cham ber of Commerce

O u r 1 9 3 2 C lu b Is N o w O p e n

(T he costs of the decorations were met by
subscribing m eich an ts)
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THE TEXAS ELECTION

To Be Observed By Local Hebrews In
Commemoration Of Historical Event

Democratic organization of the
new house appears certain as an o ut
growth of the party’s victory in th e
special election in the Fourteenth
Texas Congressional district.
Election of Richard M. Kleberg
of Corpus Christi, Democrat, gave
his party a majority of one of the
House membership of 435.
The new lineup: Democrats 218:
Republicans 214; Farmer Laborite
1; vacancies 2.
The outcome encouraged the Dem
ocratic membership as the leaders
laid plans to elect Representative
John N. G am er of Texas, as Speaker
and take over the House after 13
years of Republican domination.
The election was held to fill the
vacancy created by the death of
Representative Harry M. Wurzbaoh,
lone Republican from the Lone S tar
State. Wurzbach was entering his
sixth term.
Kleberg won over a field of eight.
Including seven Democrats, and one
Republican, C. W. Anderson of San
Antonio. He had a substantial lead
over his nearest opponent, Carl
Wright Johnson of San Antonio.
Democrat, on the basis of incomplete
! returns.
The election was also a victory
for the anti-prohibitionists.
The
I former cowboy from King’s Ranch,
as well as Johnson, advocated mod
ification of the Eighteenth Amend
ment. Five anti-prohibitionists were
sent to the house Nov. 3, represent
ing a net gain, in the wet bloc, how
ever. of but one, Anderson is a dry.

The Jewish Festival of Hanukkah,
or the feast of Dedication, is observed
for eight days, commencing at sun
down on Friday, Dec. 4. the 25th day
of Kislev in the religious calendar of
the Jews. It will be observed by all
followers of the faith in Rockland.
The holiday is known as a minor
festival because its observance is no
where mentioned in the Pentateuch,
since it commemorates an historical
event dating from the middle of the
second century B. C. E. Syrian op
pressors under Antiochus Epiphanes
attempted to foist a pagan religion
and a foreign culture upon Israel.
In the year 165 B. C. E., under the
•leadership of th e pious family of
Hasmoneans—the High-priest Mattathias and his five sons—Israel was
able to throw off this yoke of oppres
sion and restore the Temple to its
former pure, monotheistic worship.
Hanukkah is observed for eight
days, symbolic of th e duration of the
festivities atten d an t upon the rededi
cation of the Temple. Legend has it
th at a cruse of oil, fit for the services
miraculously lasted eight days, and so
candles are lit in the home through
out the holiday. One candle is lit on
the first evening, two on the second,
continuing thus until eight candles
are lit on the la st evening of the
festival.
The observance of Hanukkah was
instituted by the earlv Rabbis to a t
test the triumph of religious freedom
over intolerance and bigotry, and In
this light it has significance for man
kind to this dav

The degree staff of Knox Lodge of
Odd Fellows will have practice work
on the initiatory next Monday night,
calling for a full attendance of the
officers.
Edward, 15-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs Isidor Gordon of 126 Limerock street is the proud owner of a
19% pound turkey given him by the
Camden Pharmacy. Edward guessed
the weight within an ounce.
Robert Hastings was a proud and
happy boy yesterday when he toted
heme a codfish weighing 5% pounds
which he had just caught off the end
of the Underwood wharf. Who can
recall a similar happenstance?
The question is often asked as to
th e date when the steamship City of
Rockland was wrecked on Gangway
Ledges in the Mussel Ridge Channel.
The disaster occurred on the morning
of Tuesday, July 27, 1904. Capt.
Marcus Pierce was in command.
Members of Winslow-Holbrook Post
and drum corps who are planning to
attend the get-together in Union next
Tuesday night are asked to be at the
hall at 7 o’clock. The Union folks are
good entertainers, and the Legion
naires look forward with pleasure to
the event.
“The Highways to World Peace,"
will be Rev. Forrest F. Fowle’s sub
ject when he addresses the Woman's
Educational Club Tuesday at the
Central Maine Power club room. Miss
Lenore Benner will speak on Cham
ber of Commerce work and the host
ess, Mrs. Florence Ellis on Home
Economics. Im portant reports and
business at 2 p. m.
The Pine Tree Outboard Associa
tion will hold its first annual ladies
night next Tuesday at the American
Legion hall over Hodgman's store in
Camden. Commodore M. S. Dick of
Rockland will talk on the organiza
tion of women’s classes and the races
in which they can participate next
season. The program begins at 6.30
and a very interesting event is in
prospect.
Devotees of the literature of Eliza
beth Barrett and Robert Browning
can ill afford to miss “Tire Barretts
of Wimpole Street” when it is pre
sented as a dramatic reading by Mrs.
Maud Andrews Lincoln of Augusta
in the Universalist vestry Tuesday
afternoon at 2.30 sharp. This play is
spun from the oft-sung romance of
these two people, and the story cen
ters largely around the frail Eliz
abeth’s imprisonment in the absolute
monarchy established by her jeal
ous, possessive father. I t is a strange
play which has held th e multitude
breathless. Those who heard Mrs.
Lincoln in her presentation of "Al
lison’s House” last month can appre
ciate the great treat in store, for in
her skillful interpretation drama
takes on new beauties and realities
often missed when heard as an
actual stage presentation.
Mrs.
Theresa Millett, chairm an of this ac
tivity which the Methebesec Club is
sponsoring, reports th a t a season
ticket has been found and may be
procured from Mrs. Frank Harding.
Limerock street
A welcome feature of The CourierGazette’s mail yesterday was a letter
from A. Murray W right of Balboa,
Canal Zone, who spent the summer
in Rockland and vicinity, with his
family. The genial Zonite made lots
of friends hereabouts, and they will
learn with regret th a t he has been
“poorly" since returning from the
North. His letter indicates that he
harks back somewhat homesickly to
those Togus ball games, shore resorts
“feeds,” and the other events which
made his summer visit so happy for
himself and the others who partici
pated in them. Mr. W right tells of a
big slide just north of Gold Hill which
dumped 1,000.000 cubic yards into
th e canal, and completely stopped
shipping for three days. At the time
Mr. Murray’s letter was written two
dredges were removing about 18.000
yards a day. and it was expected that
the progress would be even more
rapid when the channel gets wider
and the dredges are not held up so
much by traffic.
Mr. Wright's
friends send best wishes to him. and
in the hope that he will come to
Rockland again next summer wish to
remind him that the Canal Zone
offers no delicacy th a t can compete
with a hot boiled lobster, and cer
tainly no scenery th a t compares with
the Maine coast.
An electric clock valued at $7.00
will be given awav each day next
week. Ask about it at Perry’s Mar
ket.—adv.

Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
. I f I hart to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a w e e k T h e los« of these tastes is a loes
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
NOVEMBER
Yet one more smile, departing, distant
sun!
.
One mellow smile through the soft
vapory air.
Ere o’er the frozen earth th e loud winds
run.
Or snows are sifted o'er the meadows
bare.
One smile on the brown hills and naked
And the dark rocks whose summer
•
wreaths are cast.
And the blue gentian-flower, that, in the
breeze.
Nods lonely, of her beauteous race the
last.
Yet a few sunny davs. in which the bee
Shall murmur by the hedge th at skirts
the wav
The cricket chirp upon the russet lea.
And man delight to linger in thy ray.
Y\?t one more smile, and we will try to
bear
The piercing winter frost, and winds,
and darkened air.
William Cullen Bryant.
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pleased pa r e n t s

W ARREN

“ ON M Y S E T ”

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
E vening Session of Junior
Rockland. Me.. Nov. 28. 1931.
Personalis' appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
High School W as a R eve
who on oath declares th at he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of '
lation T o M any
Nov. 26. 1931. there was printed a total 1
of 6,197 copies. WALTER H BUTLER.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tolman visited
relatives in Augusta the first three
days of this week.
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Church Rev. Howard A Welch will
speak on “This Day;” Sunday school
The third annual evening session and the Bible class at noon; Christian
,
Notary Public.
of the Junior High School drew Endeavor a t 6; after the opening
| In all thy ways acknowledge him, more than 200 visitors who were praise service at seven the pastor will
and he shall direct thy paths.— given the opportunity to attend have for his subject. “Chivalry.''
classes and see for themselves just
Prov. 3:6.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lawry and
how various educational subjects in N. C. Crawford took dinner with Ed
the school curriculum are expounded ward Crawford Thursday.
OBSERVATIONS ON OBSERVING to the boys and girls. The expres
Mr. and Mi's. Ernest L. Starrett and
The religious observance of Thanks sions of interest heard as the visitors family were Thanksgiving guests of
passed
from
classroom
to
classroom
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes in Union.
giving Day is supported by three cen
indicated the keen enjoyment being
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal and Dr.
turies of background which should derived.
Raymond Vinal of Arlington, mo
entitle it to present-day consideraThe first half hour was devoted tored down to spend the holiday with
tion. I t calls for other support. This ’ to assembly, arranged under the dl Mrs. Prances Vinal.
Holiday guests of Mrs Ellen Well
ls not to raise any objection to the ’’ection of Miss Relief Nichols as an
, , ,,
...
. I observance of Book Week, which had man were Mr. and Mrs. Esten Blake
features of a holiday which g rad u -: its theme these words of Amy and family of Augusta. Mrs. Laura E.
ally have become associated with th e | Lowell:
Blake and Mrs. Wilmer Stanley of
anniversary. There should be room "Books are more than books.
Rockland.
.
.
..
. .. ...
.
, . They are the very heart and core of
The Rebekah Fair will be Dec. 3
for the two sides of it. We should
ages past.
entertainment in the evening is
have more of a community affair
men llved ant* worked The
to be a 3-act farce entitled, "Aunt
than the shrunken appearance th a t it The essence and quintessence of their Julia's Curls."
T. Arthur Whitaker of Boston a r
has come to present in these modern
This program was carried out endays. Surely the audience of le ss; tirely by the children, with Mary rived Wednesday to make his daugh
ter Mrs. Wiliard Hall a visit.
than a hundred th a t gathered this ! Richards and Nejlie Teel as the
Wednesday the ladies of tbs Farm
.
,
1chairmen.
Thursday under the church roof IS no Selection ............. Junior High Orchestra Bureau will meet at the Montgomeiy
Miss Elizabeth Hagar, director
rooi.. for an all-day session provid
fair representation of that percent Scripture
Reading ....:................................
age of our city's population to whom ............................. Proverbs 3:13-18; 4 5-7 in- r.v n lunch. The subject for dis
Solo—When Make Believe Was Truly cussion will be “Christmas Wreaths”
the proclamations of President and
So ...................................... Ruth Harper aud all are requested to provide their
The Necklace, a play adapted from the
Governor were pointedly addressed.
own t .aterials for the mating of
short story by Guy deMaupassant
Cast
these wreaths. Guests who will be
A program abetted by the music of a Georges Lolsel .................
Cobb Peterson interested in the subject are welcome.
Mathllde
Lolsel.
his
wife
....................
band; a great chorus of singers, letMrs. R. E. Cutting will lead till' dis
ting themselves go in songs of patri- Madam Forestler. a friend ...............
cussion.
• • »•
otic import; the bringing to renewed
3K225X
The Health conference will be Dec.
life Of the things that came in with Dramatic R eadlng-T he Highwayman
.
........ -............................... Alfred Noyes 2 at two in the afternoon at the ConPlymouth Rock, which “have made
Florence Dean
I Solo—Trees ................................. Rasbach giegational vestry. Miss Grace Law
and preserved us a Nation." Here are
(poem by Joyce
Joyc Kilmer)
rence will be present.
Jane Welch
the elements of an hour’s observance I
Mrs. J. A. Welch, who spent the
Wee Willie Winkle, a play adapted from
Rudyard' Kipling
holiday with Rev. and Mrs. Howard
----- of' ~
which should call out not only a ' the short story
Cast
great gathering of what is designat- I wee Willie Winkle ........... James Hayes Welch, returned to Union Friday.
Mrs. Willard Hall who has been at
ed as church people-who should be “Coppy" Lieut. =•••••
Adelaide
scheninger
Brandis
...... Sam
Glover Rockland the past two weeks with
Wllllllams ............... Charles Frazier Mrs. E. G. Colburn returned home
the natural feature of such an occa Col.
Dlu Mohammed, an ex-groom of the
Colonel .......................... Sldnev Shafter Thursday.
sion—but as well the average citizen,
Afghans—Clarence Peters. Carl Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler spent
man and woman, who have gradually
Sidney Shafter, Charles
Bodman.
several days last week with relatives
Francis Havener
lost sight of w hat Thanksgiving Day Brltfch
Soldiers—Charles Merritt. Oscar in Rochester. N. H.
Marsh. Raymond Jordan. Carleton
is really meant to celebrate.
Friends will be interested to know
Gregory
Each number deserves more than th at Mrs. Cecil Cushman is living on
street, Thomaston, having re 
MONEY AT INTEREST
passing mention, so well did the Green
turned from Burnt Island several
There is a noted architect in Aus youngsters carry out their parts,
weeks ago.
tria—Dr. Leopold Bauer—who taking whether in dramatics or in music.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Packard
..
. .
..
,
. . j The fine work of the orchestra won and daughter Marilyn of Hartford.
thought upon the manner in which „ uch applause n can be readlly
money at interest compounds itself | understood that wjth Miss Hagar Conn., are the guests of Loring Pack
into unthinkable amounts, has de- i at the helm material for a first- ard.
Holiday guests of Miss Edna F.
posited a shilling in the Bank o f . claas High School orchestra is in the Boggs were Mr. and Mrs. William
making.
England, to remain there for 1500! No “special programs were pre- Morrison and son Richard of Port
years, at the conclusion of which rented in the rooms, each teacher land.
Miss Blanche Gordon of Augusta
period it is payable to his descend- conducting lessons exactly as car“ ^ ™ h e ^ e M ‘t £ £ week™? Mr"
.indeed
■
______
x-__
ri<zd
n
n
i
n
r
n
n
t
i
n
e
c
r
h
n
n
l
w
n
r
k
on
&
room for ried on in routine school work, so and Mrs. Harry
ants. Here is
Gordon.
planned that visitors might see the
Guests
entertained
at Frank Mont
imagination to desport itself. What,
n u » . : actu#l workings of the ^ 0 0 ,
gomery’s Thursday were Mr. and
will be asked, can so trifling a sum , Miss Hagar conducted lessons
Mrs. M. S. Hahn, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
as a shilling achieve at compound music and penmanship, and Miss Ida mond Watts, Miss Margaret Stevens
interest in fifteen hundred years? Hughes history lessons. Miss Mary and Mrs. Carrie Soper of Rockland.
Browne's classes were devoted to ge
Warren Grange will sponsor a card
Dr. Bauer has made some careful ography, and those who attended her
Saturday
computations, and as result, besides | room for the 8-3 class probably party
, . . evening playing to
providing for his descendants of th a t learned more about Manchuria, the be®ln a . ° c
'
d b Warren j
year to come 3431, he leaves several
th in
their tag day to spite of !
billion pounds of the accumulated gleaned from the press Miss Eiea. the inclement weather.
Beatrice ,
interest to the British government nor Griffith's classes were diligent in ^.a®ke11 led tbe
“to buy the American Continent,” the pursuit of English, and Miss a^ l ^ ^ M d ^ l l i n g ^ t S
and one thousand million pounds to ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ n ^ d M
^
~ Guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby |
educational institutions, one thou- ,
Cochran had classes in arithsand million pounds to the Bank of ( metic.
England for expenses in carrying the j The attractive school rooms, many
account and a block of gold of 3000 ?£,w
cubic feet to the then reigning King l , e rtTleac^
^ d pupil’ made a

were Miss Blanche Washburn and
Fred Folsom of Auburn and Mr. and
Mrs. D. W. Folsom of Monmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hall of Wari reIi and father Arthur Whitaker of
! Boston spent T h ^ v t o g at R«=k-

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

T h is I d e n tic a l M a t t r e s s is u s e d e x c lu s iv e ly b y
U . S. S t e a m s h ip “L e v ia t h a n ” a n d b y
S t a t le r H o t e ls
Mexican station NEW, located
at Mexico city, and operating on
910 kilocycles was on the air very
distinctly for several hours Wed
nesday night. It was the first
time I had been in touch with a
station in that country, and
while I am probably somewhat
behind the procession in this re
spect I felt repaid by the ex
cellence of the reception—fully
as good as one of our Eastern
stations.
“Learning to Know America's
Music” will be the 1931-32 theme
for the musical section in the
National 4-H Club radio pro
grams These are broadcast on
the first Saturday of each month
in the Department's Farm and
Home Hour and include talks on
phases of 4-H Club work by two
club members, a boy and girl,
and by adult club administratives, combined with a group of
musical compositions played by
the United States Marine Band
and discussed by Ray Turner of
the Extension Service. The new
musical series will go on the air
beginning with the program for
Dec. 5, and ending with that of
July 2. The numbers on the first
program will be typical Indian
music. Other topics in the se
ries are America's Negro spirit
uals and songs, America's patri
otic songs, America's hymns and
religious songs, America's coun
try dances, America's favorite
songs and America’s favorite
composers.
Tuned in on WWL of New
Orleans Wednesday night I
heard an impassioned argument
in favor of Louisiana's pictur
esque politician. Gov. Long.
Lovers of athletic sports who
had their ears glued to the loud
speaker Thanksgiving Day must
have felt that a radio set is a
big asset. In the forenoon they
heard the broadcast of the
Brown-Colgate football game;
in the afternoon they heard the
Cornell-Pennsylvania and Bos
ton College-Holy Cross games,
and in the evening the Sonnenberg wrestling bout. And
by that time anybody was
willing to call it a day.
♦
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, NACHMAN Spring Filled CORP.
,

C H IC A G O

NACHMAN INNER SPRING
MATTRESSES
T h e F a m o u s F e a t h e r S p r in g , B la c k L a b e l
G r a d e , S o ld fr o m C o a s t t o C o a s t a t t h e R e g 
u la r P r ic e o f $ 3 9 .5 0 is o f f e r e d a lim it e d tim e
fo r - - - -4 a

»

A query regarding the At
water-Kent National Audition
on Monday afternoon.
One
reader has reported hearing the
final half over Station WHDH
1Boston 1. Everyone thus far
has reported getting this half
over WEAF—and it came in very
badly, too. Did anyone else get
it over WHDH?
The football broadcasting sea
son is nearing its close. This aft
ernoon the fans may tune in on
Notre Dame vs. Army, Yale vs.
Princeton, or Stanford vs. Dart
mouth.

i

/V - .- iv

h r,c r\*
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$1075
Just one-half the regular price— all perfect and new

This offer is fo r a lim ited tim e, an d th e fa c to ry will
only send us a small quantity. This is th e finest Inner
Spring M attress m ade in A m erica. U sed in all th e g re a t
S tatler H otels. Fully G u aran teed , in sealed san itary
packages. A ny size ... g re en ... blue ... pink o r orchid
tic k in g ------

of England. Our mathematically in- - distinct impression upon the visi- ^ ” d , u-lth M '
Tracy. Incidentally Mr. Whitaker ob
W ITH T H E BO W LERS
dined readers may find enjoyment tors, many of whom already plan to served his 74th birthday a$ well as
The Federals scooped five points 1
in checking up these etraordinary , attend the evening session of 1932.
the holiday on the 26th.
toward their League standing at the I
• • • •
| Recreation alleys Wednesday night
figures. They will at least serve to
va]ued a(.
M
Mrs. Anne Spear was dinner guest when they defeated Gulf Refining Co. I
illustrate the earning power of money Wjjj
given away each day next
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. V. A. j by 184 pins, capturing every string,
in the bank, and confirm th a t quality ; week. Ask about it at Perry’s MarDudley was away out in front with
Rokes.
of thrift on the p art of our own p e o -. ket.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis H. Anderson his total of 317 and had high string,
pie, who give their money into the
v i m a ^ lj y / vk j
spent the holiday in South Portland (111). The score:
Federals—T. Perry, 283; Philbrook,
with Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Cut
care of the Knox County banks and '
V IN A L H A V L N
298; Dudley. 319: Benner. 257; Rackting.
build their homes through the help- ,
-------Dinner guests Thursday of Miss [ liff, 287; total 1444.
ful processes of the loan and building
Cora Vinal was home for th? holi- Edna F. Boggs were Mr. and Mrs. j Gulf Refining C o—DeVinny, 249; ]
and
:
association.
I day- guest of her parents' Mr
Edwin J. Kalloch of North Warren. Seavey, 244: Danielson. 242; Greeley,;
Mrs. Burton Vinal.
Miss Louise Ames of Rockland was ' 258; Schellinger. 267; total, 1260.
------------------ ——.
I Ethelyn Strickland of Boston was
THE MODERN OFFICE
j a gues( over Thanksgiving of her aunt the guest Thursday of Mr. and M rs.!
Nelson Moore.
I Four points out of five was the
I t is an observant staff writer o f ! Mrs. L. R. Smith, Atlantic avenue,
Mrs. V. A. Rokes is enjoying a ; story a t the Recreation alleys Wed- j
the Lewiston Journal who in the I cucu
Ellen Wareham,
nome f-roslev radio
»»««.«..», Teacher of -----nesday night when the Snows defeat-|
economics in the Biddeford schools ,
v avnard Brennan of
Pcrrv's Market 148 pins. Ames
columns of th a t agreeable publication S
^ s n ti haen k ° w U aS gUeSt ° ‘
i R o l a n d were holiday guests of Mrs. j had W , total £05. bto Brault had ;
points out th a t
Herbert Ott of Rockport was the C. A. French.
j Snow's-Willis, 248; Simmons. 298; I
“Rockland has one of the most at
tractive newspaper publishing houses guest Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. [ Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Copeland j gnow 271. Ames 305. Brault 275;
spent Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. I tota] 13’g7
in Maine. This office, on the main Young.
W. C. Winsow spent the holiday William Brasier at Portland.
, Perry’s Market—Atkinson. 234; Abstreet, of The Courier-Gazette is in a
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hunt are be- bott. 260; Lufkin. 249; Melvin, 235; :
two-story block of attractive brick with his mother Mrs. Marietta Wins
design and with leaded glass windows low who is convalescing at Knox Hos ing congratulated on the birth of a ; small, 266; total. 1249.
daughter, Marjorie Ann, Nov. 24.
The Recreation Alley team won '
it makes one want to walk in and do pital.
Neil Calderwood and friend arrived
The deaths of Mr. and Mrs. O tis' the city championship last nitrh' .
business there.”
We wish the observant writer had Thursday from University of Maine Dolham which occurred within three when it defeated the Star allay (
and are guests of his parents, Mr. days of each other came as a great j team 50 pins in the rubber game,
laid a hand to the out-hanging latch and Mrs. Austin Calderwood.
shock to friends and relatives in this Recreationer Norton ues high wi n
string and taken thought upon the
There will be work on the Fellow- community.
JuulJ4k
Mrs. Dolham ___
died Nov. a single of 140 and a total of 546.
craft
degree
in
Moses
Webster
Lodge,
I
“^ 1 ^ ' “ foiiowiii *her Fitch of the S tar team was a good
beautiful dark cathedral finish of the
F. & A. M., Dec. 8, followed by the Nqv lg Mf
WaRer Bar. runner-up with a total of 522 and
offices within. Too long have the
annual installation of officers with
Danielson, Conn. (Mr. Bar- single of 130. The Recreation third
newspapers, exponents of all that D.D.G.M. Clark of Rockland assisted
rows a son of Mrs. Dolham by a for string of 522 was the turning point of
beautifies and elevates in art, them by past master O C. Lane as grand mer marriage) accompanied the the game. The summary:
Recreation
Alley—Norton. 546;
selves been content to exist in quar- marshal.
bodies here Friday, remaining with
Fanny Ames who is teaching at
ters compact of inconvenience and a gwan.s Island spent the hollday ln Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens for the Rogers, 437; F. Black, 456; J. Black,
weekend. Interment was made for; 483; Mayo. 488; total, 2410.
Mrs. Thelma Borneman and son won by Miss Coffin and Mrs. Tiua Collins Post Tuesday evening at their
E A ST W A L D O B O R O
style of interior decoration from the , tQwn
the late Mrs. Dolham at the Ames- ! sta r Alley—Valley, 446; Fitch. 522; |
Urban.
Scott; music by Miss Coffin. Refresii- quarters in Robbins block. All expresence of which the soul of the j Herbert Sanborn of Rockland spent bury Hill cemetery at Rockport, Sat- Phillips, 448; Thomas, 493; Shields,
Miss Rena Wiley spent T hanks-; ments were served after each meeting, service men are invited to attend this
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
meeting 'Several speakers have been
artist with a shudder withdraws.
the holiday in town.
day_ with her sister Mrs. j
----- ,-----------urday afternoon, following interment j 451; total, 2360.
Lester Mank were: Mrs. George giving
___ .
engaged.
. Ruth Stone of North Haven was a of her husband at the Fairview ceme- I
Coombs,
sons
Herman
and
George.
Sidensparker
j guest Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Roy tery at Warren Saturday morning, j knox County League standing to- Jr.^Mrs. Harvey Coombs and daugh- . M rsf Dorl:L S' Wiley has returned
There will be a public supper in
UNION
ON ADVERTISING
Masonic dining room for the benefit
! Nickerson.
Mrs. Dolham is survived by her son day is:
ter Gloria of Brunswick and Miss ho"ie fr° m Kn°x
Our local merchants have declined
Herbert Cassie of Portland spent Walter Barrows and two grandchil
W L P.C. Vernette Cross of Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Franz U. Burkett of of the Dental Clinic Tuesday from
Mrs James Mank spent a few days
to curtail the overhead by narrow- j the holiday with his parents, Mr. and dren of Danielson. Conn. Mr. Dol- Burpee Furniture Co. ...18 2 .900
. recently with her mother Mrs. Jennie Portland were guests of his parents. 6 io 7. I t is hoped that enough will
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and Butler at Port clyde
Mr. and Mrs. F. E Burkett for
realized from this supper to finish
Boiler Makers ............. ....14 6 700
ing the output of their newspaper | Mrs^A. M.
Wpd_
the dental work of all needy chilLester Mank, Josiah Jameson, El Thanksgiving.
Ernest and Lester Dolham of Warren Kickapoo ....................... ...13 7 .650 daughter of South Waldoboro are
advertising. They are right. In times nesday {rom Stonington,
bert Starrett and Frank Johnson have
and Lerov Dolham of Waldoboro, and Federals ........................ ...11 9 550 visiting Mrs. N. S. Reever.
The W.C.TU. will hold* a meeting t‘ren *n t° wnlike the present the careful buyer! Arlene Clifford who is teaching in four sisters. Mrs. Rose Davis of Bel A & P ........................... .... 7 8 467
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Bradford, been on hunting trips in different with Mrs Lulie Ufford on Tuesday at j
-----------------turns with more than usual interest ] Weymouth, Mass., and Richard Clif- fast, Mrs. Winnie Merrifield of Ap Gulf Refining ............. ... 8 12 .400 daughter Madeline and son Sidney parts of northern Maine woods, the 2-30.
| An electric clock valued at $7.00
.
. .. ..
___ _ .
' ford, a student at Gorham Normal, pleton, Mrs Lillian Watts of Port- Texacos ......................... 6 14 .300 : of East Friendship were recent call- latter two each bringing home a deer.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Paul of will be given away each day next
to the publicity columns to see wher . werg hQme {of {he hoUday guests
guests land and Mrs Ellen skinner of Cam
Thomaston ................... .... 5 15 250 ers of L. L. Mank and C. C. Bowers,
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey, Mr. and | Camden called on friends here Mon- ; week. Ask about it at Perry's Marhis and her prudently administered oj jbejr parents, Rev. and Mrs. P. J den.
200
|
Misses
Bessie
Reed
and
Ellie
.
.
4
16
Perry's Market ............
Mrs. J. A. Rines and daughter Made- !
I ket.—adv.
funds may to the greatest advantage Clifford.
Central Maine .............. .... 1 4 200 Mank were in Rockland Friday.
line motored to Bucksport recently.
Mr- and Mrs. W. J. Bryant were
-----------------be applied Knox County houses have j Inspection and banquet at De Valois
__ _ i Miss Leona Rines of Portland was
Glenwood Reever and son Gerald £in" " RU,ests °f , T “ a;L°r a,nd ,Mrs
Smalley.
E.
Z.
Coombs.
C.
M.
Webster,
at
An electric clock valued
A P P L E T O N RIDG E
at J. A. Rines' Sunday evening.
of Beverly, Mass., were weekend £ C' F ' ln^ ln Rockland, Thanksgiving
always been careful and liberal ad- njght
Q Q
Moulton of | Winnie Ames and Violet Baum; read
will be given away caci\ day next
of his mother, Mrs. N. S. i ,y7
.
.
J x
-------Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Spear of West guests
.
vertlsers, and continue to repose con- Portland was inspecting officer.
ing, Marie Teele; song. “The Little week. Ask about it at Perry's Mar
John Jameson has moved to the, schools are closed for one week's
Warren were recent callers of M r.! Reever.
The annual meeting of Pleasant Old Church in the Vale." G. W. Geary ket.—adv.
fidence in th a t modern accessory to
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey left Mon- torThe wtotor
, VMatl° n'
and Mrs. Fred N. Mank.
River Grange will be held Dec. 2 for with tableau showing the church in
successful business administration.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson day for New York city.
the purpose of electing the officers for miniature; reading, Leola Smith;
Nellie' Hannon of MontviUe
„ha^ moved
and granddaughter of South War
the coming year.
reading. Annie I. Geary; story. D. A.
The Social Club met with Mrs. Liz- ; called on friends hdre Tuesday Mrs 10 th vlllagc for the wlnterA STORY TO READ
ren were at Nellie Reever’s Sunday. zie Waltz Nov. 5 with 17 members Hannon will come a little later to
Worthy Master Curtis M. Webster Gross; remarks, H. V. Calderwood and !
Mr- a:ld Mrs' Ma>'nard Brown and
“The Men on the Dead Man’s is attending the annual sessions of Jc. M. Webster; story, C. M. F. Ames;
Mrs. George Miller of Washington and four visitors present. Program; : pass the winter with Mrs. Albertia daughter Julia are spending this
the
Maine
State
Grange
at
Portland
song,
“Pilgrims
Song,”
Violet
Baum,
j
week visiting relatives in Massachu
has been a guest of Mrs. Norman Conundrums by members; reading. Hannon.
Chest" is a title that engages imme
| Bertha Healey, Sada Young. Avis i
Miller.
Mrs. Hattie Rines; piano solo. Miss j Mrs. Mary Ames of Appleton spent setts.
diate attention and the story that is Dec. 1, 2, and 3.
At the regular meeting of Pleasant iWebster, assisted by Marie Teele;
Mr. and Mrs. K ent G. Newbert of Muriel Coffin; “Something I saw ia [ Thanksgiving at the home of her
Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Watson and
told under it will undoubtedly attract River Grange held Thanksgiving eve ( “Thanksgiving Song," chorus. Much j
Portland were guests of Miss Ellie the newspaper," Miss Bertha Storer; \ son
E. Ames.
son and Gwendolyn Robinson were
ail lovers of a tale of mystery th a t is the following program was presented ‘credit for the success of this program
Mank, Wednesday.
word-writing contest, prizes won by
Mrs. Abbie Burgess called on friends Thanksgiving guests of his sister and
well spun I t opens in the present under direction of the Worthy Lee- j jS due to the untiring work of the lecMr. and Mrs. L. L. Manlf, Mrs. Mrs. Hilda Miller and Mrs. Edna Mc in Washington, Sunday.
family in Bucksport.
,
L rt will rnrtim.n through th e 1turer and the committee on tableaux: turer. Sisters Bucklin and Smalley.!
Edith Dingle and Stephen Burrows Intire. Nov. 19 the club met with
The Rebekahs will hold a fair in
Thursday callers at M. M. Brown's
issue and will cor. nue throug
Song, Marie Teele; reading, Kittie M. The usual lunch was served after the !
were in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Bernys Jameson with 13 mem- s the dining room of Odd Fellows iiall, were Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cottrell of
coming month. We are always glad Webster; song, G W. Geary with tab- ! ciose of the meeting.
Mrs. Georgia Mank entertained at bers and one visitor present. Pro- ! the afternoon and evening of S atur- Rockland, Mrs. Philbrook of Rockto know how these stories appeal to I leaux by E. A. Smalley, C. M. Webster,
-----------------a dinner party recently the follow- gram : Singing, Star Spangled Ban- 1day. Dec. 12. Everyone will be given port and Mr and MrsCarl Cottrell
our readers with view to printing a ! C. M.F. Ames, E. Z. Coombs. Winnie j An electric clock valued at $7.00
ing: Mrs. Myrtle Giroux and two ner; reading. Mrs. Jameson; story, I a hearty welcome and will find it a of Massachusetts
f r t „ r l n „ th e v e a r nro C. Ames and Violet Baum; song, Marie wm be given away each day next
children of Waterville, Mrs. Gertrude Mrs. Beulah Studley; vocal solo. Miss good place to buy Christmas presents.
Thanksgiving Day was observed in
number of them during the year, pro | Teele Bertha Healey, Sada Young, week. Ask about it at Perry's Mar
Burns of South Waldoboro, Mrs. Edna Muriel Coffin; reading, Mrs. Annie
The American Legion County ' about the usual mannerhere Some
vided they give general satisfaction.; Leola Smith with tableau by E. A. ket.—adv.
McIntire, Mrs. Hilda Miller and Mank; contest, cities of Maine, prizes; Council will meet with the Storer- having a few guests
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TALK OF THE TOWN
/

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 2S—Musical vesper service at Unlversallst Church.
Dec. 1 (6.30 p. m .)—First annual la
dles' night of Pine Tree Outboard Asso
ciation at American Legion hall. Cam-1
den.
Dec. 1 (2.30 to 7.30)—Woman’s Educa- ,
tlonal Club box lunch picnic w ith ,
speakers C. M. P. club room.
Dec 1—Dramatic reading ln Unlversa-'
list vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
Dec. 2—Methodist Ladles' Aid fair.
Dec. 2—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Methodist Ladles' Aid.
Dec. 4-5 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Orange fair.
Dec. 5—Knox Pomona meets with I
Ml. Pleasant Grange. West Rockport.
I
Dec. 7—City election.
Dec. 9 — Rockport — Christmas sale
Methodist Ladles' Aid.
Dec. 9—Thomaston—Christmas sale of
Episcopal Ladles' Guild.

ITT

F ar]

WEATHER
Cold but clear and beautiful was
Thanksgiving Day here, and weather
conditions offered no obstacles to the
many who were on pilgrimage to
family gatherings. Noon tempera
ture did not rise above the freezing
point and though the brilliant sun
shine invited out of doors, the biting
northwest wind sent the sportsmen
indoors with alacrity when the din
ner call was sounded. The wintry
weather is evidently here to stay,
yesterday morning temperature at 7
being 22 and today 16 at the same
hour; wind this morning north.
Alfred S. Plourd is confined to his
home with an attack of grippe and a
sore throat.
C. E. Atherton, Cedar street, who
has been ill since Sept. 1 is able to
sit up part of each day.
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook of Owl's
Head has resumed her former duties
as chef at Manley T. Perry's Park
street restaurant.
The Coast Guard cutters begin
their annual patrol next Tuesday. As
usual the Ossipee will be on the
local grounds, supplementing the
valuable work done by Capt. Hays
with the Kickapoo.

Probate N otices

A W riter of
Unusual Stories
Clifford Raymond, author of
"The Men on the Dead Man's
Chest,” has written a Dumber
of extremely popular American
novels, each of which has had
the distinction of being "differ
ent.” He was born at Franklin,
Pa., in 187$; is a graduate of
W ittenberg college an d of
Harvard university; has been
connected with the staff of the
Chicago Tribune as an edito
rial writer since 1907 and is as
thoroughly familiar with crime
conditions in that city as it is
possible for a newspaper inves
tigator to become. His home
is at Highland Park, one of
Chicago's north shore suburbs.
"The Men on the Dead Man’s
Chest" resem bles his other
stories only in that it is "differ
ent." It is an unusual mystery
story where a murder occurs
in the first chapter and the
identity of the murderer is dis
closed at once in a foot-note?
Certainly a very different kind.
Lieutenant Stanton is a remark
able detective. So far as we
know he is the only one in
mystery fiction who ever started
with the solution of a series of
murders before they were com
mitted and knew just what to
expect before it happened, and
then couldn’t do anything
about it after it had.
The reader,too, is an accessory
to murders before the fact. And
very cheerful about it.
This exceptionally in
teresting story is to
appear se ria lly in
these columns, ln it
there is mystery o/ a
new kind, romance,
adventure, baffled
detectives, thrills, climaxes, and
with it all a keen humor. The
kind of a story in which every
chapter, every installment, every
paragraph, is satisfying. A story
no one of our readers will want
to miss, andfor which every one
will say"thanks"for a goodyarn.

“The weather is delightful here
An electric clock valued at $7.00
running about 70 above in the mid
dle of the day," writes D. O. Smiley, will be given away each day next
a well known Rockland traveling week. Ask about it a t Perry’s Mar
man, who at the moment was in ket.—adv.
Asheville, N. C.
Capt. L. A. Crockett has bought
Oakland and Pontiac have moved th e C. E. Goulding house on Ocean
to a new home in this city, now be street, the sale being made through
ing located in the commodious quar R. U. Collins' real estate agency.
ters formerly occupied by* HudsonHarry Booth, E. M. O'Neil and JEssex at 712 Main street. Proprietor
C. W. Hopkins is holding open house. H. McGrath spent the holiday at Mr.
Booth's Molasses Pond camp. A trip
F. J. D. Walsh, a well known trav to the summit of Cadillac Mountain
eling salesman, who likes Rockland was one of the pleasant features of
so well that he has claimed a resi the outing.
dence here for some years, spent the
“Weather was some different 38
holiday as usual at The Thorndike,
where he is a prime favorite with years ago this week” says Civil En
gineer Hiram Farrow who recalls that
those who assemble in the lobby.
he came to Rockland on business,
Donald C. Leach is worried over and that on the Wednesday before
the loss of a large tiger cat which has Thanksgiving Day there was a heavy
been missing frqm his accustomed fall of snow which did not leave the
haunts for two days. The cat is a ground until the January thaw.
great pet with the Leaches and their
The mails will carry some welcome
friends and any information as to his
messages next Tuesday when the
whereabouts is anxiously awaited.
Security Trust Company disburses
The turkey shoot at Oakland Park about $97,000 representing Christmas
Thanksgiving Day brought together Club savings during the year. Money
about 100 sportsmen and spectators I which would otherwise have been
and is to be numbered among the I scattered to the winds will then be
many successful events sponsored bv i available for taxes, fuel, clothing and
the Knox County Fish & Game Asso- one hundred and one other purposes
ciation. L. W. Fickett of the Maine ’ of a creditable nature.
Music Store captured the first birds I
and then gallantly withdrew from the
glenm ere
competition. In all some 35 turkeys
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons en
were disposed of. Much enthusiasm tertained the following guests at their
was shown by the crowd.
home Thanksgiving Day: Mr. and
Mrs. Lou Morrill, Rockport, Delbert
Rev. Harry H. Marr of the Metho Simmons and family of Martinsville
dist Church addressed the Rotary and Maurice Simmons, a student at
Club yesterday on Common Follies, Colby.
taking up four in detail, the follies
Mrs. Verona Miller and children
of discontent, of the scorner, of the were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
busybody and of the procrastinator. Arthur Davis at Port Clyde.
He Interspersed the serious thoughts
William Adams and friends of
with several rattling good stories. Jamaica Plain, Mass., passed the holi
Rev. Walter S. Rounds presented a day a t the Adams cottage.
word on Thanksgiving and plans
Mrs. Lucy Smith was a dinner
were completed for the Tuesday night guest Monday evening of Rev. and
intercity meeting in Belfast. H. N. Mrs. M. R. Kerr.
McDougall of Portland, C. W. Babb,
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis, Mr. and
and Marcus Chandler of Camden and J(rs. A. W. Hooper, Rev. apd Mrs. M.
George Porter of Newcastle were R Kerr, Mrs. Verona Miller, Donald
visiting Rotarians. Richard Bird was Watt, Forest Black, Mr. and Mrs.
a guest.''
Wesley Wincapaw, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Grindle and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The old-time feature of Thanks- Wiley attended the community sing
giving Day received observance this and
at the Grange hall. Maryear in a union service at the First tinsville. Tuesday evening under the
Baptist Church, Rev. Mr. Perry of the auspices of the ladies’ circle.
Littlefield Memorial presiding in the
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kelty and chil
absence from town of Rev. Mr. Mac dren and Miss Marion Kelty of MilDonald. The other clergymen of the ton, Mass., were holiday and weekend
city churches taking part in the pro guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
gram were Rev. Mr. Marr of the P ratt Charles Kelty.
Memorial Methodist. Rev. Mr. Welch
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyle of Attle
of the Immanuel Universalist and boro, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Lyle’s
Rev. Mr. Rounds of the Congrega- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Watt.
tionalist. The address was by Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Webber and
Marr, whose subject, “The Royal Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hoar left Friday
Bounty,” dwelt upon the largeness of morning for their home at Island Falls
the blessings out of heaven poured having been guests the past week of
upon humanity, always exceeding in Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons.
volume the thing asked for. or even
CARD O F T H A N K S
promised, and by th a t much more
wish to express our thanks to all
calling for a natural expression of ourWeneighbors
and friends for the many
thankfulness on the part of the peo acts of kindness shown us during Mr
ple who are the recipients of such Atherton's sickness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atherton.
bounty. The collection, which at this
annual service is always taken in the
CARD O F TH A N K S
interest of the Hoipe for Aged Wom
I wish to thank the staff and nurses
of
Knox
Hospital
especially Drs. Fogs
en, was $16.57.
and North: and' Miss Petrie. Miss Daly
,

..

and Mrs. Lord for the kindneas shown

At the Universalist Circle meeting., to me during my stay there. I also
those who sent cards, flowers
and supper next Wednesday after thank
etc., and those who contributed
noon and evening. Group 2 will have fruit,
gifts to the two lovely "Sunshine Bas
on display samples of the California kets." or who helped ln any way to make
stay ln the hiospltal so comfortable
Perfume Co.'s products and will take my
and pleasant.
orders for them.—adv.
Mrs. Ida V. Huntley.
BORN
An electric clock valued at $7.90
will be given awav each day next SMALL—At Knox Hospital, Roakland,
Nov.
23.
to
Mr
and Mrs. Cecil E. Small,
week. Ask about it at Perry’s Mar
a daughter. Patricia Joan.
ket.—adv.
GUSTAVSON—At Vlnalhaven. Nov. 20.

to Mr and Mrs. Harold Gustavson. a

daughter. Sadie Louise.
The third in the highly successful
Vlnalhaven. Nov. 21. to
series of prize dances given in Watts WARREN-At
Mr and Mrs. Leland Warren, a daugh
hall, Thomaston, will take place
ter, Alice Lydia.
Monday night. A spectacularly a t HUNT—At Warren. Nov. 24. to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Hunt, a daughter. Marjorie
tractive feature will be “The Gold
Ann.
Rush." The handsome prize cup is
South Warren. Nov. —, to
on display at the Paramount Restau BEAN—At
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bean, a son.
rant.—adv.
DIED
HAWES—At Worcester. Mass.. Nov. 24.
1855
1981
Edwin Hawes, a native of Union, aged

E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials ln Stone
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CAM DEN

STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Luther Bryant is in a serious
To all persons Interested ln either of condition and her daughter Mrs.
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, Bert Wall Is suffering from a severe
ln and for the County of Knox, on the shaking up as the result of a col
17th day of November, ln the year of our
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and lision on Elm street when their auto
thirty-one, and by adjournm ent from mobile and that of E. E. Thorndike
day to day from the 17th day of said came together. The Wall machine
November, the following m atters having turned over three times and was
been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated It is hereby Or wrecked.
dered :
Miss Lillian Ryan of Belfast spent
T hat notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy of Thanksgiving with Miss Maude M.
this order to be published three weeks Thorndike.
successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a
newspaper published at Rockland, ln
Mrs. Grace Bemis entertained the
said County, that they may appear at a Friday Reading Club this week at
Probate Court to be held a t said Rock
land, on the 15th day of December, A D. her home on Harding avenue.
1931, at nine o’clock ln th e forenoon, and
There will be a union service at
be heard thereon If they see cause.
ESTATE WALTER L. CONANT, late the Baptist church on Sunday even-]
of Camden, deceased, Petition for Ad ing and Rqv. Albert E. Luce will de
ministration, d.b.n.c.t.a., asking that liver the address.
George H. Thomas, of Camden, or some
Mrs. Harold Jameson will enter
other suitable person be appointed Adm.
d.b.n.c.t.a, with bond, presented by Ha tain the Monday Club next week.
zel Young, of Camden .
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin
ESTATE MAY CONANT, late of Cam
den, deceased. Petition for Administra entertained Capt, and Mrs. Louis
tion, asking that George H. Thomas, of Crockett, Miss Helen Withee and
Camden, or some other suitable person Mrs. H. M Brown of Rockland on
be appointed Admr.., w ith bond, pre Thanksgiving Day.
sented by Hazel Young, of Camden.
Mrs. Allie O. Pillbsury will enter
ESTATE EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of
East Union, deceased. Petition for Ad tain the Friends in Council on Tues
ministration, asking th a t Alan L. Bird day afternoon, Dec. 1, at her home
of Rockland, or some otner suitable
person be appointed Admr , with bond, on High street.
presented bv Lilia M. Stubbs, of East
On Friday evening the members
Union.
of St. Thomas Guild of St. Thomas
ROSCOE S. STAPLES, late of Rockland, Episcopal church will hold a card
deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
thereof, asking that the same may be party a t the Parish House a t 8
proved and allowed, and th a t Letters o’clock. The proceeds will be de
Testamentary Issue to Minnie C. Smith, voted to the work of the Guild.
t
ol Rockland, she being the Executrix
named in said will, w ithout bond, pre
On Thursday Harold
Hansen
sented by Minnie C. Sm ith, of Rockland. found a dead buck near the resi
BERTHA ELWELL, late of South
of Albert
Thomaston deceased, Will and Petition dence__,
, . .Heal
, _in South
. .Hope
_ .
for Probate thereof, asking that t h e : T h e a n im a l had been wounded and
same may be proved and allowed, and evidently been dead three or four
th a t Letters Testamentary issue to Free-:
m an Elwell, of South Thomaston, he
, . .
. ,
. _ ,
being the Executor named ln said will,
Harry Clark shot a buck a t Duck
w ithout bond. Presented by Freeman Trap on Wednesday morning.
Elwell, of South Thomaston.
Andrew Gunnerson and two sons
d e « tS d . Wlll°and' Petition R>r°Proba?e pf Brooklyn, New York are spending
thereof, asking^ that the same may be j a few days in town.
proved and allowed, and th a t Letters
Ralph„ Hamilton
and Alton , Keene
Testamentary Issue to Hazel E. Barnes, , ,.
.
of Unity, she being the Executrix
the Gorham Normal school spent
named ln said will, w ithout bond P re -, the holiday in town.
sented by Hazel E. Barnes, of Unity.
j Mr. and Mrs. Archie Mltchen are
ESTATE EDGAR HOPKINS, late of vlsltintr f r i e n d s
in
q n n t b h r id o e
North Haven, deceased. Petition to De- „ Sltm 8 Irlen as
in
bOUttlbriClge,
term ine Inheritance Tax. presented by >Mass,
Laurenia Calderwood, of North Haven
Haven, | Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas of
A KTATE EDGAR HOPKINS, late of

STARTING TODAY
ON PAGE FOUR

74 years. 10 months.
ROBARTS—At Sailors Snug Harbor,
Staten Island. Nov. 26, Charles W.
Robarts, formerly of Rockport, aged 72
years. 11 months. 23 days. Funeral
Sunday at 2 p. m,, 14 Pleasant street,
Rockland.

Page T h re e

North Haven, deceased, Petition for
Distribution, presented- by Laurenia
George Hodsdon and Alvin Jagels
Calderwood, of North Haven, Admx.
were home from the U. of M. for th t
ESTATE LAMONT A. WELLMAN, late Thanksgiving recess. Herbert Alex
of Rockland, deceased. Petition to Deter
mine Inheritance Tax, presented by ander of Higgins Classical Institute
George A. Wellman, of Thomaston, and Tillson Thomas of Colby College,
Admr.
were among the students home for
ESTATE CHARLES S. COOMBS, late
of Thomaston, deceased. F ifth and Final the holiday.
Account filed for allowance by Edward
The World Wide Guild of the Lin
D. Spear, of RocklanjJ, Executor and coln Association met at the Baptist
Trustee.
ESTATE JAMES F. McMANUS. late church on Friday afternoon from 2
of Rockland, deceased. F irst and Final to 5.30 o'clock.
Account filed for allowance by Theo
Hiram Davis of Farmington who
dora R. Hawker, of Augusta. Admx.
was seriously hurt on Oct. 31, while
ESTATE LAWRETTUS E. FOGG, late employed on the new Main street
of South Thomaston, deceased. First and
Final Account filed for allowance by bridge and who has since beea in the
Louis E. Fogg, of South Thomaston. Exr. Knox Hospital in Rockland, was able
ESTATE LAMONT A. WELLMAN, late to eat Thanksgiving dinner with his
of Rockland, deceased. First and Final
Account filed for allowance by George famly who are at present residing in
A .Wellman, of Thomaston. Admr.
the Arau block on Main street. It
ESTATE VIOLA C. BLISS, late of was Indeed a day of thanks for him
Washington, deceased. T hird Account
filed for allowance by Wm. F. Hatch. and while Mr. Davis is a stranger In
Camden, everyone rejoices a t his reTrustee.
witness, melzer t . Crawford , I covery from such a serious accident,
Esquire, Judge of Probate Court for ] The annual installation of the
Knox County, Rockland. Maine
Auxiliary to the Sons of Union Vet
A ttest:
erans was held on Friday evening in
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
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IN TH E

Announcement
We w ish to take this opportunity to announce to th e public that th e
OAKLAND and PONTIAC SALES & SERVICE, form erly conducted

SERMONETTE

“I and My Father are One"
During th e recent revival meet
ings in Boston the red haired
evangelist from the Pacific coast
was the dinner guest of some
Harvard students. They asked her
questions which, it was said, she
was troubled to answer. We may
be excused if we are skeptical, in
view of Mrs. Hutton’s long expe
rience in meeting people of many
minds. T he boys’ questions were
fair, they have been asked many
times by others in uttermost sin
cerity.
She was asked if with the same
effort and by like methods she
could not as effectively put over
other great moral teachers —
Buddha, Mohammed or Confu
cius: why preach Christ?
Without perhaps being aware
of it tnese student boys brought
sharply to the fore the most vital
fact of true religion. Christ was
not alone a teacher of truth. He
was the T ruth, and in that he dif
fered from any being that ever
walked this earth. He claimed
it. and a multitude of witnesses
in every age since his birth attest
it.
Truth is eternal, by whomso
ever taught, but Jesus Christ was
truth itself. “I am the bread of
life; he th a t believeth on me shall
never hunger; whosoever drinketh
of the w ater I give shall never
thirst; I am the light of the
world; I am the door, by me if
any m an enter in he shall be
saved.”
It is because "He and the
Father are one” we find the rea
son for preaching Christ.
W. A. H.

hl

on L im erock street, h a s been m oved to the larger an d m ore u p -to date G a ra g e, located a t 712 MAIN STREET, form erly occupied b y
the H u dson and E ssex.
We make this change of location in order that the public may benefit as both
sales and service can better be cared for in these new quarters. We are prepared
to care for service on all makes of cars.

L

C. W . HOPKINS
OAKLAND AND PONTIAC

G. M. C. TRUCKS

7 1 2 M a in S t r e e t

R o c k la n d
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Annual Reports of The City o f Rockland
For th e Y ear Ending N ovem ber 1, 1931
S u m m a r y o f R e c e ip ts fro m C ity O fficiats
FROM TAX COLLECTOR
Other Expenses:
On Account of Back Taxes,
$93,789 37
Books—City, $37 79
On Account of Sidewalks Assessments
Books—
in 1930,
128 60
State, 1930, 183 38
On Account of Auto Excise Tax, Nov.
Books—
1, '30, to Nov. 1, '31, acct. 1930,
101 82
State, 1931, 323 02
Total receipts on back taxes, Nov. 1, '30,
Books—
to Nov. 1, '31,
---------------- $94,019 79 Replacements, 4 00
On Account of 1931 Commitment, $197,171 37
On Account of Auto Excise Tax, Nov.
Periodicals,
1, '30, to Nov. 1, '31, acct. 1931,
18,344 16
Binding,
Total receipts on 1931 taxes,
---------------- $215,515 53 Insurance,
From Tax Collector on acct. Interest,
431 33 Equipment,
Repairs,
Total collections for year ending Nov. 1,1931, $309,966 65 Lawn,
Lights,
FROM CITY CLERK
Heating,
On Account of Licenses and Fees,
$1,364 25 Telephone,
On Account of Dog Licenses (collected for
Supplies,
and sent to S tate $344.00),
Miscellaneous,

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on th e subject "In the Power
Of the Spirit.” The Sunday School
will convene a t the noon hour. The
Comrades of the Way will meet in the
vestry at 6.30 o’clock.
* **a
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
$548 19
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
225 00
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
219 63
for Advent Sunday: Holy Com
munion a t 7.30 (Corporate Com
262 50
munion of Men and Boys of the
86 90
parish); Church school at 9.30:
324 12
Choral Eucharist and sermon at 10.30.
143 75
Vespers and address at 7 o'clock. On
Monday, St. Andrew's day, Holy Com
232 07
munion a t 7.30 and vespers at
380 20
7.30 p. m.
51 65
• • • •
156
78
At First Church of Christ, Scien
42 80
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
$2,673 59
the Grange hall and the following streets, Sunday services are a t 10.30
FROM CITY MARSHAL
[ officers were installed by State De- and the subject of the lesson sermon
Total Disbursements,
$6,688 34
Notices of A pp o in tm en t ! partm ent President, Mrs. Nellie tomorrow will be “Ancient and Mod ’ On Account of Police Fund,
$293 36
ern
Necromancy,
alias
Mesmerism
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro- Achom of Rockland.
President,
On Account of Fees and Fines,
287 50
Balance on hand November, 1931—
bate for the County of Knox, ln the Florence Fairbrother; vice president, and Hypnotism, Denounced." S un
---------------$580 86
S tate Book Account,
$220 71
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln Bessie Robinson; chaplain, Alta Pen- day School is at 11,45 Wednesday
Respectfully submitted,
__ v ,,7the following estates the persons were
City Account,
appointed Administrators, Executors, ( dieton, treasurer, Evie Taylor, sec- evening testimony meeting is a t 7.30.
9 23
C. H. MOREY, City Treas.
Guardians. aud Conservators and on the retary, Florence Marshall; musician The reading room is located at 400
--------------$229 94
dates hereinafter named:
Florence Fitzgerald; guide Myrtle Main street, and is open week days Examined and Approved,
AUSTIN R. KINNEY, late of St R iak p ’ a ssista n t guide
Florence
In addition to the above, we have the following Trust
J. E. STEVENS, City Auditor.
George, deceased. November 3. 1931. Earl HlaKe' assistant ffUKie. riorence from 2 until 5 p. m.
. • • •
E Kinney of st. George, was appointed Young; 1st colo rguard, Ruby Berry;
Funds:
Administrator, and qualified by filing 2nd color guard, Olive Marshall; I.
At P ra tt Memorial Methodist
REPORT OF TREASURER OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
E. A. Jones—Check Fund in Rockland National
. of, T
T,
-de ° - Gladys Coose; O. G.. Rena Mar- Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor, Receipts.
SIMON F. BLACK, 1
late
Union,
Bank,
$19 14
ceased, November 3. 1931. Martin G shall; counselor, Nellie Barnes; pa services for Sunday are; Morning
$222 52
Black, of Belfast, was appointed Ad triotic instructor, Lucia Hopkins. A I service. 10.30. subject, “The Expect Balance from 1930,
E. A. Butler—Light Fund in Security Trust Co.,
30 09
ministrator. and qualified by filing bond supper was served at 6.30. The A. A.
6,150 00
ancy of F aith,” the evening subject City of Rockland's Appropriation,
on same date.
Charles G. Kiff—Trust Fund in Rockland Na
Clark
Camp
and
Auxiliary
of
Bel
at 7.15 is “The Angel In the Garden State of Maine's 1931 Appropriation, 500 M
LEANDER B SMITH, late of Owl's
tional Bank,
561 19
Head, deceased. November 17. 1931. Min fast and the Anderson Auxijiary of of Gethsemane.” Sunday School at Interest on Mary C. Titcomb Trust
nie C. Smith, of Rockland, was a p  Rockland were guests.
Alice P. Starrett—Trust Fund in Rockland Na
12; Epworth League at 6. Prayer
pointed Executrix, w ithout bond.
Fund,
35 00
service Tuesday evening at 7.15; also
tional Bank,
109 99
EDWARD W BERRY, late of Rock
10 76
the meeting of the Board of Trustees Other Receipts,
ANNIE M. DAVIS GRAY
land deceased. November 17. 1931. An
nabelle Walker Berry, of Rockland was
and the official board of the church
Total Receipts,
---------------$6,918 28
appointed Administratrix, without bond
Total of Trust Funds,
$ 720 41
Disbursements:
Mrs. Edwin »W. Gray died at her takes place Tuesday.
GRAFTON SMITH, late of Rockport,
«
•
•
«
tit ceased. November 17, 1931. Dudley F late home where she resided with her
Respectfully Submitted,
Salaries—
Wolfe, of Rockport, was appointed Ad daughter. Mrs. W. R. MacGregor, 9
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor of Librarian,
m inistrator, without bond.
C. H. MOREY,
$1,300
00
GEORGE F. LEWIS, late of North Jackson Court, Lexington, Mass., the Universalist Church will have as
Treas.
Rockland
Public Library.
2,340
00
Assistants,
Haven, deceased. November 17, 1931, La Nov. 6, after a long and painful ill his topic for the 10.30 service tomor
m ar K, Lewis, of North Haven, was ap ness, during which she maintained row morning,
“East Windows.’’ Janitor,
374
75
Examined
and
Approved,
pointed Administrator, w ithout bond.
Church School will meet at 11.45; a
--------------4,014 75
MAYNARD DWII.LIAMS.Jnte of Thom the courage and cheerfulness and
J. E. STEVENS, City Auditor.
aston. deceased. November 17. 1931. Lil unselfish thoughtfulness for others vesper service of song at 3.45 p. m.;
ia Williams, of Thomaston, was ap which all through life have endeared junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m. and senior
pointed Administratrix, w ithout bond.
CONDITION OF FUNDS
her to a wide circle of relatives and YJ’.C.U. a t 6 p. m. The quartet will
GARDINER F. WINSLOW, otherwise
sing at the church service "Sing [ Funds
known as G. F. Winslow, late of Warren, friends.
Appropriation Other Credits
Totals
Mayor’s Orders
Unex. Bal. Overdrafts
deceased, November 17. 1931. Winnie E.
Annie M. (Davis) Gray was born in Aloud Unto God,” Peace, and “Rest
$ 250 00
Winslow, of Warren, was appointed Ad Roxbury, Mass., July 6, 1859. She In Thee,” Scott, The program for I Board of Health,
$ 250 00 $
329
30
$79 30
ministratrix, without bond.
the vesper service is shown elsewhere 1City Lighting,
16,000 00
16,000 00
15,563 99
436 01
MELVIN H. KINNEY, late of St. was th e daughter of Benjamin and in this issue. The week's activities
George, deceased. November 17, 1931 Mary A. Davis. Her mother was a
City Dump,
1,000 00
1,000 00
984 27
15 73
Earl E. Kinney of St. George, was ap native of Mattapoisett, Mass., and her include circle supper Wednesday a t
Common Schools,
32,649 00
13,889 82
46,538 82
pointed Administrator, and qualified by father was born in East Union. Maine. 6 o’clock.
43,790 41
2,748 41
filing bond on same date.
Contingent Fund,
5,000 00
» » • »
1,216 59
6,216 59
7,753 97
1,537 38
NELLIE W. KINNEY, late of St. George Mr. Davis was a ship carpenter and
300 OO
deceased. November 17. 1931. Earl E. Kin his work took him to Massachusetts;
300 00
300 00
The last sermon in the series on Cemetery Fund,
ney of St. George, was appointed Ad and later to Rockland, where Mrs. "Prayer" will be given at the First Community Park Fund,
300 00
300 00
230 25
ministrator. and qualified by filing bond
69 75
Gray received her education.
on same date.
Baptist Church Sunday morning. Collection of Taxes Fund,
2,000 00
2,000 00
3,220
66
1,220 66
She
was
married
April
4,
1880
to
CORA E. WHITMAN, late of North Ha
The subject will be “How To Pray.”
820 00
820 00
ven. deceased. November 17. 1931, Mar Edwin W. Gray at East Boston where The choir will sing, "O Worship the Election and Registration,
784 64
35 36
garet B. Smith of North Haven was they resided for a time and where
8,600 00
214 80
8.814 80
Lord,” W atson and Charles Wilson Fire Department,
9,946 37
1,131 57
appointed Administratrix, without bond.
300 00
COURTLAND D. PERRY, late of Mrs. Gray became a member of Mav will sing a solo. A growing church Fire.Alarm,
300 00
336 99
36 99
Rockland, deceased. November 24. 1931, erick Square Congregational Church. school will meet at the noon hour. Free Text Books,
2,500 00
- 32 37
2,532 37
2,278 43
Oscar L. Perry, of Portland, was ap Later they moved to Arlington where The Christian ®ndeavorers are to
253 94
pointed Administrator, and qualified by they resided 25 years. From Arling
14,444 43
21,300 00
35,744 43
37,727 43
1.983 00
have a "Radio Meeting" at 6 o’clock. Highway Department,
filing bond on same date.
23,161 00
5,135 80
28,296 80
ALBERT L. PAYSON, late of Thomas ton they removed to Vassalboro, The people’s evening service will be High School Fund,
27,515 43
781 37
ton. deceased, November 17. 1931, Ethel Maine, where they remained seven at 7.15. T he service will open with Insurance Fund,
400 00
41 88
441 88
407 10
34 78
A. Payson, of Rockland, was appointed years, returning to Watertown. Mass.
the prelude and everybody’s sing. Interest Fund,
Administratrix, and qualified by filing
25,000 00
25,000
00
24,767
32
232 68
Mrs.
Gray
was
a
charter
member
and
bond November 24. 1931.
There will be special music by the
A ttest:
1.898 00
2,057 86
* 3,955 86
past grand of Ida F. Butler Rebekah choir, anthem, "O Love That Passeth Industrial Education,
3,767 07
188 79
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Lodge of Arlington.
Memorial Day Fund,
200 00
200 00
Understanding.”
Gabriel,
and
duet,
170 60
29 40
143-8-149
She is survived by her husband; "Sweet Will of God.” Morris, Gladys Medical Inspection,
300 00
300 00
300 00
------------------------------- i and four daughters, Miss Florence Grant and Charles Wilson. Mr. Mac
2,200 00
2,200 00
2,352 00
152 00
An electric clock valued at $7.00 M. Gray; Mrs. Hazel Johnson, Still Donald's subject will be, "Celestial Mothers' Aid Fund,
will be given away each day next'River: Mrs. Maud MacGregor, Lexing- Dynamite.’’ Our happy prayer and National Guard,
400 00
411 16
811 16
1,100 37
289 21
week. Ask about It a t Perry's Mar ton; Mrs, Norma Peterson. Water- praise meeting will be held on Tues Pauper Fund,
12,000 00
4,663 90
16,663 90
23,015 08
6,351 18
town; seven grandchildren, Barbara. day evening a t 7.15.
ket.—adv.
Police Fund,
4,000 00
309 60
4,309 60
4,977 53
667 93
Harold, Jr., and Winslow Johnson;
• • **
Public Library,
6,150 00
6,150 00
6,150 00
Beth, Robert, Jr. and Jean MacThere will be a service for children Permanent Improvement,
5,196 OO
j Gregor; and Annette Peterson; also
4,009 25
9,205 25
7,551 53
1,653 72
FOR STOMACH one brother, George M. Davis of at the Littlefield Memorial Church at Public Landing,
600 OO
600 00
1,314 68
10.30 held in the vestry under the
714 68
or Bowel Pains , Chelsea and a cousin, Mrs. Charles direction of Miss Olive Bragg. The Physical Education,
820 00
2,180 55
3.000 55
3,010 00
9 43
i
Davis
of
Rockland.
regular
preaching
service
is
a
t
the
Oolie, Indigestion,
Purchase of Fire Hose,
1,060 00
1,050 00
1,050
00
The
service
at
Lexington
was
a
t
use as directed
when Rev. L. G. Perry, Repairs on Schoolhouses,
tended by a large number of relatives same hour
1,500 00
31 01
1,531 01
3,017 08
1,486 07
will use as his subject, “Les
j and friends. A wealth of beautiful pastor,
Removing Snow,
4,000 00
804 85
Prepared b r Norway M ed kln e Co .Norw ay.M e.
4,804 85
sons
from
Life.”
The
choir
will
sing
4,800
61
4
24
j flowers and set pieces bore eloquent the anthem, “As my day my strength . Repairs Public Buildings,
YOUR MO
MONEY REFUNDED
5,000 00
1 00
5,001 00
4,575 85
425 15
! tribute to the esteem in which Mrs. shall be.” Sunday School comes at
eneflt
whan
used
aa directed oa
o
IIf
f it
i t fa ils to b
benefit
e n efit:you w
h an u
sed as
j Red Cross,
ibe insidewTanner T-vsbottla.Sold by elldealere I Gray was held.
700 00
700 80
700
00
11.45. There is now a class for all
200 00
200 00
121 20
78 80
ages as new classes have been formed. State Road Patrolling,
3,000 00
206 58
B.Y.P.U. will meet at 6.15, the leader Sewer Fund,
3,205 58
1,621 56
1,584 02
being Carroll Wixon, topic “Where , Salary Fund,
41,850 00
20 83
41,870 83
41,441 13
429 70
are missionaries needed the most.” ' Sidewalk Fund,
2,500 00
1 50
2,501
50
2,830
25
328 75
Evening meeting at 7.15 will be
4,511 00
. 531 18
5,042 18
5,042 18
opened by a song service accompan School Supply Fund,
*
1,650 00
ied by the church orchestra. The j School Supervision,
1,650 00
1,650 00
voung ladies’ choir will sing and School Off. Exp. & Ins.,
3,143 20
48 26
3,191 46
3,162 66
28 80
Mrs. Evelyn Hart and Miss Olive ! School Conveyance,
385 00
153 40
538 40
462 50
75 90
Bragg will sing a duet. Mid-week
619 00
619 00
646 99
prayer-meeting is on Tuesday eve Traffic Lights,
27 99
The car is Washed, Brushed Out Inside, Windows Washed Inside
Water Supply Fund,
ning at 7.30.
300 00
102 47
402 47
357 87
44 60
and Out and Running Gear Washed with Pressure Washer.
Notes Payable, acct. Equipment, 5,030 00
5,030 00
5,071 43
41 43
Looks just like the $2.00 job, which we are tickled to death to do if
1Temporary Loans,
15,000 00
15,000 00
15,000 00
you want it
Third Class Road,
573 00
182 25
755 25
515 96
239 29
CLEAN CARS AND WINTER GEAR OIL ARE MY HOBBIES
Vital Statistics Fund.
250 00
250 00
68 00
182 00

I Am N ot Cutting Prices!
TRY ONE O F OUR DO LLAR W ASHES

RECTAL DISEASES

N IL O ’S
SPRING STREET

GARAGE

JAMES KENT, D. O.
ROCKLAND
143*lt

TEL. ROCKLAND 1076

122Stf

$ 264,605 20 $
Examined and Approved,
I
J. E. STEVENS, City Auditor.

J

50,690 34

$315,295 54

$321,780 69
$9,572 44
$16,057 59
Respectfully submitted,
C. H. MOREY, City Treasurer.
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R O C K PO R T
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wilder of
! Dennysville were overnight guests |
Tuesday of Mr and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes
enroute to visit Mrs. Wilder’s parents.
Capt. and Mrs. George Callahan at
Vinalhaven.
I Mrs. Roy Blake of Bar Harbor
spent Thanksgiving with her father
Cant. William Stinson. Commercial
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Bryant and
Mrs Lillian Perkins of Bangor were
recent guests cf Mr. and Mrs. W. L
Ballard.
Mrs Josephine Sellers of Vinalha
ven is at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Ralph Wentworth for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll and
Mr and Mrs Sidney Andrews of West
Rockport motored to Boston Tuesday
and on their return were accompan
ied bv Howard Carroll who came to
spend Thanksgiving and the weekend
: with his parents.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Farmer went
' to Boothbay Harbor to spend
| Thanksgiving with Mrs. Farmer's I
I parents.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E Rhodes enter
tained as Thanksgiving guests, Mr
and Mrs. C. E Rhodes. Jr.. Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Rhodes. Lloyd Rhodes ■
and Miss Georgia Ouimbv of Brown . ville Junction., a student a t Castine
Normal School.
Delmont Ballard with Edward!
Weeks a Delta Tau Delta fraternity
brother, and Miss Doris Ballard ar' rived from University of Maine W ed-;
| nesday night. Miss Ballard will re- |
main over the weekend with her p a - - !
ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Ballard but
the young men returned Friday. An
other holidav guest at the Ballard
home was Mr. Ballard’s sister Mrs
i Mabel Tribou of Somerville. Mass.
*• • *
Mr and Mrs B H. Paul enter
tained as holidav guests Mr. and Mrs [
Elliott Merrifield and son Paul of;
Springvale. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Johnson and family, Mr. and Mrs
Alton Crone of Camden and Mrs
I Mabel’e Crone.
Miss Lillian Brann motored here
Wednesday from Reading. Mass..
with her roommate. Miss Irene Rich - I
ardson. and will spend the remainder
of the week with her sister Miss Mary
Brann Miss Richardson continued
on to her home at Seboeis. The '
Misses Brann entertained as dinner
guests Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Brann and son John and Mrs
Charles Brann
Mrs. Rosl Copeland has returned
to Rockland after spending several
| days as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
1S. Gardner.
Miss Marion Weidman was enter[ tained Thanksgiving Dav at the home
of her aunt, Mrs. Cora Talbot in
; Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs Brainerd Paul and
j son Richard arrived Wednesday from
Limington to spend a few days with
j Mr. Paul's parents. Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Paul. On their return they will be
accompanied by Mrs Paul's mother
and grandmother Mrs. Mary Payson
i and Mrs. Maria Knight who will re! main with them for the winter.
Mrs. George Butler who is ill at Imr
home on Commercial street is re
ported as somewhat improyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas en
tertained as guests on Thanksgiving
Day their son Richard who was home
from Trinity College. Mr. and Mrs.
George Wentworth and daughter
Doris

SMALLEST NATION
SMILES AT DEBTS
L iech en stein U n tro u b led by
T a x e s and A rm s P a r le y .
Washington.—The smallest Euro
pean principality, overlooked In all
debt negotiations because It has no
debt, and omitted from all arms
conferences because It has no
standing army. Is practically the
only country In Europe to report
a substantial treasury surplus—
and this in spite of the fact that
It has no taxes.
Liechtenstein, five square miles
smaller than the District of Colum
bia. is a piece of Austria about
thirty miles east from Lake Con
stance. on the banks of the Rhine.
Tlie 12.000 inhabitants pass most of
their time in agricultural work, al
though there is considerable weav
ing done, much of It with Imported
American cotton.
Liechtenstein has been singularly
free from wars. Right In the way
of heavy troop movement In the
World war, she remained un
scathed. Her last attempt a t a
so-called war was In 1806. when
the Liechtenstein army of 80 men
joined the Austrian army In set
tling Its difficulties with Prussia.
Rut the Liechtensteiners arrived
too late for the battle and returned
without having fired a gun. The
helmets and nrnis from the “war"
are among the most prized posses
sions In the ancient castle of Va
duz.
For those who wish to evade
taxes, Liechtenstein is a paradise,
because they have no tuxes. Once
In the last 50 years were they as
sessed a small sum to pay for a
dyke to hold hack the waters of the
Rhine, but the rest of the cost of
their government Is paid hy the
princes of Liechtenstein, who are
among the largest property holders
In Europe. As a matter of fact,
their property holdings in the<est
of Europe are greater than the size
of little Liechtenstein.

France Ready to Give
Back Russian Warships

W ALD O BO R O
Mrs. Frank Turner and Fred
Turner of Portland have been at Dr.
T. F. Turner's.
Mrs. Thomas Dyer of Waterbury.
Conn, who has been the guest, of h.pr.
niece. Mrs B. G. Miller, has returned
B. W. Harris and Mrs. Alice Smith
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Sim
mons.
Mrs. Jessie Achorn is visiting i
friends in Massachusetts.
At the Monday evening meeting of •
Meenahga Grange degrees were con- j
ferred upon three candidates. Sup- i
per was served at the close of the j
work. Eighty members and guests j
were present. The annual election of
officers will be held at the next meet
ing. Dec. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay have been
in Boston a few days.
Miss Ellen Smith of Cooper’s Mills
has been the guest of her parents.
Judge and Mrs. Harold R. Smith.
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville. Mass,
has been in town.
H. R. Oldis has offered motion pic
ture tickets to the children in any
school who have 100% on arithmetic I
papers w ith the signature of their
respective teachers. This is another
instance of Mr. Oldis' interest in the
students and will encourage them to
bring in better work.
Miss Alma Glidden and Miss Tx>is
Hagerman entertained at bridge F ri
day evening at the home of Miss
Hagerman. Those bidden were Mr.
and Mrs. Foster Jameson, Mr. and
Mrs. Hamlin Schofield. Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Winchenbach Mr. and Mrs.j
Earle Spear. Miss Lalia Brooks. Miss |
Gladvs Bailey. Miss Betty Weston, I
Miss Dorothy Donnellv. George Boggs, I
Philip Plourde and Wendall Blanch
ard. Prizes were w’on by Miss Wes
ton. Mrs. Winchenhach, Mr. Plourde
and Mr. Blanchard. Refreshments
were served bv the hostesses.
Wiwurna Chapter. O.E S. enter
tained Lakeview Chapter Tuesday
evening in the Masonic hall. The
officers of the chapter, 17 in number,
were all gowned in old-fashioned cos
tumes and the program was planned
along lines of the olden days. "A
Family Album" with Mrs. Sace
Weston as reader was a pleasing
number of the program, the portraits
having a most lifelike appearance
and calling forth much applause.
Rev. A G. Davis entertained with old
time songs and Mrs. Ruby Bridges
with readings. _ Supper was served at
the close of the program. Mrs. Mary
Kaler was chairman of the supper
committee and Mrs. Ida Stahl of the
program committee.
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
when asleep
13- A place w here pot
ash is made
52- Percolate
53- Shoem«ker's tool
14- Relieves
20-An emperor of
54- Barricade
Rome
56- A deer (Scot.)
22- Territory (abbr.)
57- Musical note
j 58-Venture
23- Without friend s
school
25-A kind of apple
17-To string on a stick 59-Having a natural
luster when uncut, 27-Rapacious persons
18- lnterjection
as a gem
29-Darnels
19- Unknown (Latin,
abbr.)
61- Royal Navy (abbr.) 31-Boxes
33-Permit
62-Attemptss
M -Eased
64-Took care of, as a 35-Consume
23- The (French)
38- A woman w ho keeps
horse
24- Killed
an alehouse
66-Merlts
26- To dress with the
39- An aquatic mammal
167-A horsebeak
40- Glares
27- Family residence
VERTICAL
41- Cord
28- Worth
1- Produced harsh
42- Never (P oet.)
30- Mistake
discordant sounds 43- Painted in cheap
31- Heeds
fashion
2- Ahead
32- Boy's name
3- Freeze
44- ldle talk
i
34-Longs for
46-Atmosphere
/
4 - Ensnares
36- Before
5- A body of soldiers 48-Waste
37- Poisonous snake
50- Moves sw iftly
6- A treff
33- The property of a
51- Time period (pi.)
7- A side slip
deceased person
54- Farm building
8- Household pet
41-Stone beer mugs
55- T umult
9- Prefix—not
44- Entreaties
58-June bug
10- Plans
45- Make lace
11- Belief in God as a 60-Enemy
47-Appears
63-Musical not»
personal Spirit
65-Pronoun
12- Breathed noisily
49-Harvest

HORIZONTAL
1-Sharing together
6-A large cell (Bot.)
11-Those who skip
lightly
13-With a side glance
15- Half an em
16- Famous English

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50-A place where milk
is kept

Paris.—The French government
has announced that the ministry of
marine was prepared to give back
to the Soviet Russian government
the twelve former cznrist warships
which have been turning to rust in
the blue water of Bizerta harbor,
Tunisia.
The Moscow government was re
ported to be preparing to ask
T E N A N T 'S H A R B O R
France to return the warships.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
A pleasing program and social was
France would be more than pleased, carried out at Martinsville Grange
LI
s' H o i G A N
for Bizerta harbor Is none too big hall, Wednesday evening by the pu
B AT 5
R O C K V IL L E
and the presence of the old war pils of Tenant's Harbor Grammar
E R E [nTe B u L A r A £ 1
ships congests the harbor.
C
The pageant "The Thankful Heart*' j T E E ~*IN E p A L £
school and $46.45 was raised to be
K
b "M e W M A R s
The fleet includes one first line used toward buying a piano for the was given by the Rockville Sunday , T □
A ED Nj BE
battleship, one cruiser, one auxil room. T he following program was School boys and girls Sunday evening I E ML R
iary cruiser, five destroyers and farried out: The Origin of Thanks before a large and appreciative audi
A s AL
BA p I □ □
four submarines.
giving Day and President Hoover’s ence: The young folks represented
N u G a t Ie
£ P 1H Y
Avalene
Pierson; }the various characters splendidly and E G T 1
These vessels were used to evac Proclamation,
1E O 3
uate the Wrangel army, carrying song, school; The First Thanksgiv- I presented a homely truth in an inter- I
L E £ A T El {yTO E E N
them from Crimea to Tunis, where ing, Mildred Procter; Thanksgiving esting way.
a AP ER
M E 5R r t B 0
they were split up, the soldiers and Then and Now. Thelma Johnson; | Nelo Lofman is ill with rheumatio
A S 1 TO
A D V o It E u
officers scattering over the world quotations. Five Pupils; song, school; ! fever at the home of his parents.
T
E mTT R. E O R E □ s
while the warships were Interned
"A Thanksgiving Conspiracy,
a
Matthew S tarr and brother George
L ^ 0 Ft
AT T
Ri|A |P |
Since that time the ships have short play with the following pupils | sta rr have carried 60 barrels of
i £ E L ROE
o N n J c iR
been unattended and It Is doubtful taking p art: Albert Polky, Douglas, apples to New York by truck for
n S E KER
If they could ever be made sea Auld. Ruth Moss. Jennie Cool- j Union parties.
worthy again. The wooden decks broth. Milton Chadwick Sherwood
Mrs Ida Barrows and Miss
have rotted under the African sun
and rains, the bottoms are covered Cook, Sylvia Kulju and Archie Me- Ewell entertained Dr. Bert Parshley Why suffer tortures from Rheu
Jennie Cooibroth re- and daUghter Virginia of Wolfeboro,
with barnacles and the sides are Laughlin.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
ceived a box of chocolates as a prize N H over last weekend and Dr
red with rust. The boilers and en for selling the most tickets
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Parshley's son Sylvester of Southern
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter- ' gines have rusted and fallen apart.
when
These children received all l's or
The French government will re one two for the month of November; Pines. N. C.. over Sunday. They came
| tained Mondav night at the home of
METHYL BALM
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey, Rock- 1 ply to Moscow that there is no ob Grades 7 and 8. Harlan Bragdon, to attend the funeral of Dr. Parshland. Supper and bridge were fea- : jection to Soviet sailors taking the teacher, Sylvia Kulju, Archie Mc ley's mother Mrs. Farolin Parshley.
will bring almost instant relief?
C. G. Young has employment in
j tures of the evening’s entertainment, I vessels over, but Russia must bear Laughlin, Sherwood Cook, Alvalene
A scientifically compounded ex
Another of those merry gatherings nil the expense of returning to a Pierson. Geraldine Sprague. Jennie Rockport.
ternal application that should b«
Russian
port.
' of the Trytohelp Club was held
Wednesday Mrs. J. S. Ranlett at in every home. Sold only at
Cooibroth. George Sorkvist and
Tuesday evening at the vestry, the
Douglas Auld. Grades 4. 5 and 6, tended the card party given by Ralph
, occasion being the birthday anniver- i
Johnston’s Drug Store
Aina Anderson, teacher. Florence 1Ulmer Camp auxiliary and was pres
' sary of the Club. At 7 o'clock 56 Landing Plane on Lawn
ROCKLAND
Johnson, Gerald Hawkins. Celia ent a t the business meeting in the 73 PARK ST.,
Costs Pilot $25 Fine Wall. Marjorie Wall, John Holgerson, evening.
members and guests sat down to a
Sent
Post
Paid
on
receipt
of price
delicious supper. The cutting of the
Tucson, Ariz.—Landing his air Arleen Cooibroth. Rachel Robinson
Helmi Hcino spent Thanksgiving
75 cents
I prettilv decors ted birthday cakes plane in the yard’ of a sorority and A rthur Mills
: with her family.
62-tf
each bearing four candles was done house and making a date with one
Miss Castera Cushman entertained'
by the president Mrs. Mildred Rhodes 1 of the girls cost Alfred A. Hurgin,
her mother Mrs. Cushman, and sister
P O R T C LYDE
j and the secretary Mrs. Hazel Cain. Nogales, aviator, $25.
Mrs. Theresa Millett of Rockland at
An interesting program followed with
Hudgin insisted It was a forced
I her , home
Chickawaukie Lodge.
. ,
vocal duet. Mrs. G. F. Currier and landing, but John Dwyer, chief of Church. R£V. M. R. Kerr, pastor: _
o'clock. “With
Him, Thanksgiving Day
u l_, _3 _____
________
; Miss Mary Brar.n: reading. Mrs. police, heard about the date and Junior chhufeh.
C. P. Tolman and grandson Charles
: Fthel Spear: piano duet, Mrs. Nellie declared the stunt was prear In G lory;” Junior C. E. at 6 in charge
Magune Mrs Currier: monologue. ranged. He caused Hudgin's arrest of Shirley Teel; evening service a t 7.! spent Thanksgiving with his daughAU Makes of Radios
Rev. G F. Currier. Games were then under a city ordinance prohibiting Sunday School will be at 2 p. m. ^er Mrs. Herbert Mann in Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Lamson motored A n y T im e
enjoyed. At the next meeting comes the operation of motor vehicles Prayer service is Thursday at 7.00
A n y W h ere
from Worcester, Mass., to spend
the annual election of officers.
without mufflers, and the fiver was
Thursday and the remainder of the
A Farm Bureau meeting will be fined $25.
week with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lam*
held Tuesdav at the home of Mrs.
The aviator wanted to take off
son.
Nina Carroll, subject '‘Christmas from the sorority house yard, hut
Therfe was a happy family gather
Wreaths."
the chief made him have the plane
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
News has been received of the hauled outside the city limits.
L. C. BU SSELL
death at Sailors’ Snug Harbor of
Nathaniel Carroll 'thanksgiving Day.
TEL. THOMASTON 57-12
Caot. Charles Robarts. formerly of His Wife Is So Ugly
Their son, Jesse Carroll and family I
128-tf
Rcckport. Funeral services will be
were there also their daughter Mrs.
He Is Happy Husband
Vesper Hall with Mr. Hall and chil-1
held Sunday at the home of his
dren.
daughter Mrs Edward Cross in Rock
Southampton, England. — Morti
land.
mer Leesetoft. who disembarked
Miss Mabel Oxton and sister Mrs.
these callers Sunday: Mr. and Mrs.
N O R TH W A R R E N
The R H.S. basketball team, under here from America, proudly told
SOUTH W ARREN .
Nellie Perry were hostesses to a fam
COHEN BROS.
Herbert Maxey, Mrs. Charles Greg
British
reporters
that
he'
had
won
Coach Perkins, began its new season
ily party Thanksgiving Day includ
ory
and
Miss
Belle
Gregory
of
GlenWhite Oak G range celebrated the
Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick is bv bea‘ing Searsp<t, High 28 to 17 the prize awarded to “the happiest
ing Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory and
birthday of its secretary. Mrs. Alma cove.
spending the holidays with her sister in the first game of the year Wed husband In America,” because his
daughters Edna and Ruth: Mr and ,
Mabel
Crawford
was
in
Rockland
wife
was
the
ugliest
woman
In
the
nesday evening in Rockport town
Jameson Friday n ig h t by present
Mrs. Charles Woodcock.
Mrs. Alden Perry and little son War-1
Saturday.
world.
hall.
ing her with a hand bag and a large
ren of Rockland: S. P. Barrfews of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page visited
A social will be held a t the Metho
He attributes his family bliss to
birthday cake.
Rockville, and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
friends in Aina Sunday.
dist vestry Wednesday evening by the fact that his wife Is ugly,
W ANTED
Mrs. Clara Gracie who has been
M A R T IN SV IL L E
Keller and daughter Glenice of MilS. H. Creighton is having his hay members of the Sunday School for knows It. and does not mind being
away for about two months re- (
ton. Mass.
HIGHEST PRICES
pressed. Mr. Hanna of Union is do the benefit of the New England told about it. LMsgtoft thinks that
turned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Robbins were
Services tomorrow a t the Ridge ing the work.
Deaconess Hospital.
all marital unhappiness Is caused
Thanksgiving guests of Mrs. Robbins' No lot too small; none too large.
Miss Agnes Stevens still remains ■Church will be as follows: 10.30,
A
great,
m
odern
hotel
Fred Folsom and friend of Auburn
Dr and Mrs. Ralph Wooster and by* women being self-conscious
sister Mrs. W. P. Richardson In Cam
In poor health although she is
Charles McKeller
daughter Jane of Bangor spent about their looks.
"W ith Him In Glory;” 11.30 Sunday are visiting at O. B. Libby's.
den.
somewhat better a t present.
located
"just
a
step
from
WARREN
An item in the Tuesday issue in re Thanksgiving with his parents. Mr.
H. M. Waldron and daughter Bar TEL.
Joe Robbins, Mrs. Flora Robbins, School; 7.00, "I Wonder,” service for
124Stf
bara SDent Thanksgiving Day with
Mrs. Annie Robbins an d James Wal everyone, young people especially. gard to dandelion greens was noted and Mrs. B. P Wooster.
Texas
Woman
Possesses
B
roadw
ay."
A
djoining
Dana Sherer and family.
lace of Thomaston were callers of Prayer and praise service Wednesday with interest. The family of Charles
Unusual Bible Edition
Church Notes
C. W. Mank Sunday.
a t 7 p. m. The choir will prepare Copeland have enjoyed several din
countless theatres,railroad
ners of greens, dug right from the
Wheeler, Texas.—An edition of
At the Methodist Church. Rev F.
Miss Mabel Crawford entertained Christmas music.
HO PE
WORK
field and providing large portions for F. Fowle. pastor: Regular Sunday the Bible 333 yjars old, and be
te rm in a ls , piers, sh o p 
I a family of eight.
lieved
to
have
never
been
recorded,
DONE
ANYWHERE
services with preaching a t 10.30 a ni.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Wright and
Mrs. Annie Page and Mrs. Mina and 7 n. m.; Epworth League at 6. has been found here. Mrs. E. A.
PROMPT SERVICE
ping
and
business
center*.
sons
Robert
and
Rovce
went
to
SearsTTolt.
who
owns
the
volume,
claimed
; Rines were in Rockland Tuesday.
Flora Wellman, leader. First aid
mont Sunday to visit Mrs. Wright's Water Pipes Repaired and Relald.
Mrs. Maud Gray and Mrs. Ruby class on Mondav evening at vestry recently.
Inside and Out Digging Included.
mother Mrs. H arriet Burgess
•
The
volume
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Every-O ther-D ay
the possessions they had left bei hind. Also waiters and other house
employees In their work clothes
were soon outside shouting. The po
lice took the four men back Into the
Dutch Mill.
The floor was in a disorder of
overturned tables and chairs, evi
dence of the fright which had emp
tied the room. The body of the
dead man had slumped out of the
chair, and at first sight there was
nothing visible except the litter of
the rush to the outside.
"Honest, Chief,” said one of the
prisoners to the lieutenant of po
lice who was holding him, “we didn’t
do It.”
“You didn’t do what?” the llentenant asked.
,
“We didn’t kill him. We didn’t
do it.”
“What’s he talking about?” the
lieutenant asked of the head wait
er who had come up.
“I think there may be a dead man
over here,” said the head wnlter,
walking toward the wall.
There the body was found.
“But we didn't fire a shot. Chief.
Cross my heart, we hadn’t even
loaded our guns. We weren't going
to have any such thing as this.
Please look at our guns.”
“Where are their guns?” the lieu
tenant asked.
‘They threw them away as they
ran,” said a sergeant “We’ve picked
some of them up.”
“Get them all, Mike,” said the
lieutenant, “and call the wagon.”
“Honest to G—d, Chief,” said the
bandit spokesman.
’Take them bums outside,” said
the lieutenant, “and straighten out
this body so I can look It over.”
The frightened guests were re
turning to claim their checked
clothing.
“Let them all In.” said the lieu
tenant, “but don’t let any of them
out again. Go out on the street and
gather them In. When the wagon
- 7 7
comes take those four bums to the
station. Let me see those guns,
W .N 7 U
Mike. How many yon got?”
"Five,” said the sergeant.
S E R V IC E .
“Honest to G—d, Chief.”
C S pH iij^t OK* B o bb -M e rrill Co.
“Shut up,” said the lieutenant.
"Mike, take a piece of paper. Take
that menu card. Write this down:
Colt, .38, number 489061; not loaded
and not fired; Smith and Weson
.32.20, number 184856, not loaded
and not fired; Colt .38, number
M y s te ry ? Y E S — M u rd e rs ? Y E S
268897, not loaded and not fired;
— B a ffle d D e te c tiv e s ? Y E S —
Colt .45, number 384565, not loaded
and not fired: Smith and Wesson
R o m a n ce ? Y E S — H u m o r ? Y E S .
.32, number 149234, not loaded and
not fired. Now give me that card.
N o t a y e llo w back “ p o t b o ile r ” b u t a
And don’t plant anything in these
p ie ce o f re a l lite ra tu re b y o n e o f A m e r ic a ’ s
guns.”
“Chief, honest to G—d, you’re a
best q u a lifie d w rite rs .
square guy.”
“Take these bums away,” said
A s to ry o f m a n y t h r ills a n d m a n y c lim a x e s .
the lieutenant, "and get me. Don’t
A s to ry e a c h in s ta llm e n t o f w h ic h w i l l
plant this case. I like It as it is.
And another thing: these fellows
be fo u n d s a tis fy in g . A s to ry e ve ry re a d e r
aren't gold fish. Throw them In.
w i l l e n jo y .
but let them alone. Have you
searched the car? Any more guns?”
“No,” said one of the policemen.
“No, what?”
“No more guns.”
IT WILL RUN SERIALLY IN THESE COLUMNS
“Then don’t find any more when I
get back to the station. I like this
case. Let it alone. Now, let’s see
CHAPTER I
“All of you put your arms on who this guy is.”
“Chief, honest to G—d.”
the table,” said the spokesman.
Dead Man Number One.
"Mike, if th at bum calls me ‘Chief
UNN CLAYTON was shot Sep
again you can sock him, but m at's
tember 29, 1928, at midnight,
personal. If he shuts up I'll bust
as he sat at a table in the Dutch
the man th at touches him or any
Mill dance restaurant on the near
of them. I'll take care of them.
North side of Chicago. It was Sat
Let’s see the guest of honor at this
urday night, with Its usual filling of
party.”
the Mill's space, but because of un
The body had been lifted away
usual circumstances, of which the
from the table.
murderer evidently took quick ad
“Dunn Clayton!” the lieutenant ex
vantage, only one person was found
claimed. “Well I'll be d—d! Keep
who could or would say he had seen
those people back and get me some
anything of the man who fired the
thing to cover this body with. Take
sh o t
a tablecloth.”
It was assumed that, whatever its
He bent over the body, gently
lntei. ion or motive, the murder
straightening the arms. As he did
stood alone, which it did not. It was
so he reached Into the pockets of
not strange, to people who knew
the dead man’s coat exploringl.v and
Clayton, that his life should end
from one of them took what he
with a pistol shot; but there ttas
chanced
upon, a letter envelope
no apparent reason for the place or
which he put In his pocket. A po
the time of it, and such an explana
liceman brought a cloth which was
tion as arose from the circum
spread over the body.
stances and the coincident events
“There's a capable eitizen gone,”
could not be sufficient or satisfac
said the lieuteunnt. “Whoever got
tory.
him was good. Stay by him, Mike.
The Dutch Mill was a place of ex
I'm going outside for a minute.”
pensive amusement, but it and its
There were five guns found on
kind were too garish to have been "Both Hands. Don’t Move Them.”
the premises and examined by the
In Clayton's habit for nt least a
“Both hands. Don’t move them. lieutenant. Later he examined the
year. In post-meridian life he had
settled down to an exemplary re Don’t anyone be dumb or fresh and pistol of Buck Trembly. The five, as
no one will be hurt.”
the hold-up men had said, had not
spectability which was impressive
All of the guests and employees been loaded. Trembly’s was loaded,
against the turbulent background of
his past. He never had been known questioned later by the police said hut it had not been fired. The lieu
to have much money until this ap that their first thought was o f en tenant, it will be observed later, did
forcement officers. Even that was not assure himself that Trembly did
parent retirement when he Indicated
disturbing. Evidences of liquor law not have or had not had two pis
by his way of living the use of a
violation were on nearly every tols. He did assume that two of
considerable Income. (The relation
This conjecture was Im the robbers might have had more
of this to his death became appar table.
than one gun. As none had been
mediately proved wrong. The shot
ent later.)
loaded it was of small importance.
He was a powerful, handsome which killed Clayton was fired, not Irresistible deductions soon forced
man of resolute and reserved ap by one of the three men who had the frightened hold-up nun com
pearance. He had chosen a good the center of the scene, but by a pletely out of the picture of the
tailor and a good hotel. He hud fourth man who had been almost en crime rationally contemplated. The
been seen occasionally at the opera, tirely unobserved. It was probable
gun which was used was not found.
only at the best prize fights, and that no one had seen him.
That left it for ever undetermined
The diversion was startling and
of a Sunday now and then, when It
whether Trembly committed the
Its
elTects
instantaneous.
There
was pleasant walking on the Drive,
murder or procured the commission
were screams, the breaking down
at the Fourth Presbyterian church.
of IL
If he was with a woman compan of a tension, a shifting of many bod
The lieutenant went out. passing
ion at the theater she was in ef ies involuntarily, and the men with
indifferently the excited groups of
pistols,
as
yet
unexplained,
broke
in
fect Irreproachable. Clayton wi s
guests who, returning for their
a person of complete respectability a run for an exit.
wraps, found that they were de
A police squad car was passing
even If It were new, as were hi
tained. From the sidewalk he looked
ns three men without overcoats or
spats.
to see w hat places of business
hats
ran
from
the
restaurant
door
As the story of his death at the
were open. There was a drug store
Dutch Mill was pieced together on to an automobile in which a fourth
on one corner and a tobacco store
the spot and at the time, it appeared man sat at the wheel. The engine
on another. In the middle of the
was
running,
hut
the
police
were
that three men had entered the
block there was a moving picture
dance restaurant shortly before able to stop the car and hold all
theater with a tall negro doorman.
four
men.
midnight and had been given a
In the same building with the dance
One of them excitedly tried to ex
table nt the wall, one by the wait
restaurant was a small candy shop,
ers’ door to the kitchen and. be plain that they were getting ajvay
with a pop-corn popper by its one
from
a
fight
in
the
restaurant
dance
ing In a poor position, not accept
large window.
able to anyone who could avoid tak hall—an explanation not without
Across the street the late movie
plausibility—but It might not have
ing it.
crowd was coming out. The lieu
At an Interval between dances, been satisfactory even if at that mo tenant crossed over.
just as the dancers had returned to ment the door of the Dutch Mill had
“You saw some of this, didn’t
their tables and were again seated, not become the vent for people in you?” he asked the door man. "You
hysterical
fright.
Women
without
there was a loud command for every
know, this shooting.”
one to remain quiet.
The three their wraps and men without their
“I didn't see no shooting.”
men had arisen from their obscure overcoats or hats rushed forth, as If
“No, of course not. But you saw
popped
out
by
pressure,
ran
a
few
table and witli pistols in their hands
the people running out. You saw us
feet
or
a
half
block
and
then
stood
were moving to the center of the
take those fellows. Did you see
uncertainly, conscious of needing
floor.
,
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them when they drove up’ at the
curb over there?”
“Yes. I saw that. That’s all I
saw. I didn’t see nothing.”
“Wait a minute. How many men
got out?”
“Three.”
“Sure there wasn’t four?”
“I’m not going to be sure about
anything.”
“Don’t get this wrong,” said the
lieutenant In a friendly way. “Noth
ing’s going to happen to you. You’ll
not be brought Into it. I Just want
ed to know if the fourth man who
was at the wheel of the car got out
or if he didn’t get out. Now, do
you know?”
“I'd say he didn’t.”
“You think he sat there?”
“That’s what I'd have to say.”
“That’s what I think,” said the
lieutenant “All right, boy.”
He recrossed the street to the
small candy store and found a more
assured witness in a white jacketed
young man at the pop-corn popper.
He had been standing at the win
dow. He saw the car when it came
to the curb. Three men got out of
It. The fourth remained In the
driver’s seat. He was there when
the three came rushing out. The
young man was positive.
The
fourth man had not been out of the
driver's seat.
The lieutenant went to the cigar
store. The tobacconist had seen the
car as it was driven to the curb, but
that was all. He did not know what
its occupant had done. He had
been behind his counter. The driver
could have been In or out. The lieu
tenant re-entered the dance restau
rant where the guests who had been
at first 6tartled and then panlostricken were now only nervous,
indignant, or anxious to get away
from a scene which was unpleasant
In fact for some and In possibility
for others.
“I’m sorry to keep you, ladies,” the
lieutenant said as the crowd turned
toward him. “Not so sorry for you,
men, but no one will be hurt. The
quicker I get answers to some ques
tions the sooner we’ll all be opt
of here. No one will be held now
as a witness, and probably none of
you will be bothered later. The
man who has been killed sat at thi#
table.”
He walked to It and touched It.
“Now, If anyone who saw the man
sitting here and who saw the man
who shot him will tell me what he
saw you may all go. If no one will
volunteer this I'll call the waiters
and find out who was seated near
here. You know,” he said, “for a
while you haven't any rights, be
cause you can’t get any lawyers and
because you are all reasonably sus
pect Some one who was In this
room shot the man. I don’t think
he is here now, but he was here,
he or she, and you’re here. Any
takers?"
The people shifted position and
looked about them. There was a
moment of Indecision broken by a
man w’ho stepped forward.
“I saw everything you want to
know,” he said. “I mean as to what
happened. I don’t know who shot
him or why, but I saw how and
when it was done. I saw it so dis
tinctly that it was Impressive.”
The volunteer was of robust mid
dle age. His black hair was gray
ing at the temples, but he was ap
parently in the prime of vigor and
muscularity. He was well dressed
and entirely self-possessed.
“Anyone with you?’ the lieuten
ant asked, looking him up and
Sown.
“No,” he said, “and that is one
reason that I saw everything. An
other Is that I sat at the next table,
between him and the door. Then,
also, I was interested in him. It oc
curred to me that he was in the
same boat I was, and that amused
me. So I was observing him and
speculating.”
The lieutenant beckoned to the
sergeant.
“Take the names and addresses
of these people and then release
them. Take all the license num
bers before you let their cars go.
We may want some of these peo
ple to check up with. But, mis
ter, I’ll take a chance with you. The
rest of you may go, but remember if
one of you tries to cheat it may be
unpleasant Play fair, and I will.
A place like this doesn’t have so
many innocent people In It night by
night, but ordinarily that’s not my
business. Play fair, and you’ll prob
ably never hear from me again. Try
to cheat me, and your husband or
wife or your cousins and aunts may
learn of it. Let them go, Mike. Mis
ter, will you come into the office
here with me? I’m taking a chance
on you, as you see.”
"It’s all right with me—let’s see
—I don't recognize police insignia
—how should I say—those scared
boys called you chief.”
“I'm Lieutenant Stanton, and 1
don't mind telling you the only rea
son 1 was in that squad car was be
cause It was running me home. And
I'm glad I was. What the squad
would have done with this case
makes me uneasy to think of it. But
that's nothing you’re much inter
ested in, mister."
“But I am interested in it,” said
the man as tliey went into the res
taurant office.
The manager of the Dutch Mill
came to the door.
“We’ll not disturb anything here,”
said Lieutenant Stanton, "and we’re
not enforcement officers. I'll want
you later. Stick around, but get out
and close that door. Now, mister,
why are you interested in the way
I handle a police job?"
“Because I saw that you knew
those poor amateurs did not do it.”
"That’s no compliment.” said
Stanton. “Any copper with any
sense would have seen in a minute
that they hadn't done it."
“But a lot of coppers would have
wanted to solve a case right there.”
“You’re right, mister, but I don't.
Now, mister, what's your name, If
you don’t mind?’
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The world pays a salary
w hat you know —
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THIS AND THAT

A S THIS is picnic time we are
* * looking for the kinds of food
that may be served and enjoyed the
most In the open.
Piquant Sandwiches.—Cream six
tablespoonfuls of butter, add four
tablespoonfuls of grated horserad
ish, the chopped leaves of a bunch
of water cress, one teaspoonful of
lemon juice, a few grains of salt,
mix well and spread on thin slices
of bread; cover with other slices
and cut Into triangles or fancy
shapes.
Nut and Cherry Sandwiches.—
Cut bread one-fourth inch in thick
ness, remove the crusts and spread
with creamed butter. Spread one
slice with finely chopped pistachio
nuts, cover with another slice but
tered side down, spread with
creamed butter and finely chopped
maraschino cherries. Cover with a
third slice of buttered bread. Place
under a light weight until cold
then cut Into thin slices. Chopped
green pepper and plmiento mois
tened with salad dressing may be
used. Ham, seasoned and chopped
and used with orange marmalade
or raspberry jam and cream cheese
with chopped nuts make fine sand
wich fillings. One may find many
combinations which will he attrac
tive.
Creamed Peas.—If you have
never tried cooked green peas
served in cream well seasoned and
served cold you will be surprised
to know how appetizing they are.
They may be carried in a tight ma
son jar all ready to serve.
Mint Peas.—Season one quart
of fresh peas with plenty of butter
nfter cooking until tender, adding
a teaspoonful of sugar to them
while cooking. Season with Aalt
and pepper and stir in carefully
two tablespoonfuls
of
finely
chopped mint.
Garden Punch.—Pour a pint of
boiling water over three teaspoon
fuls of tea and half a cupful of
crushed mint, let steep for three
minutes, then strain, add six pieces
of loaf sugar rubbed over a lemon
to take up the essential oil. Now
add one cupful of crushed pine
apple with the Juice from the can
with the juice of two lemons. Serve
In tall glasses half filled with
shaved Ice and garnished with a
sprig of mint.

T h e r e is T R E A S U R E

in y o u r A T T I C !
W h y not make som e of those discarded things
in y our attic gratify your desire, for that cer
tain new thing for w hich you have b een yearn
ing?

List your Items in
the

“HOUSEHOLD

T hey still have valu e and usefulness for some
one or you w ouldn’t have saved them . T urn
th a t value into cash by locating th o se who
w ould welcome th e chance to get them at a
fair price. Buyers are not hard to find.

GOODS for SALE"
Section of The Cou
rier-Gazette’s Want
Ads. Call 770 and an
Ad-Taker will help
you.

H undreds of people are daily reading ou r W ant
A ds just for such opportunities for procuring
usable things w ith o u t paying the ‘‘first hand"
price.

A dvertise in The

(©. 1931. Western Newspaper Union.)

“Arthur Trembly,” said the man.
[It was curious that Trembly
gave his name. Stanton later could
not explain it. It might have been
due to his confidence in himself, to
some egotistic gratification in seem
ing to assist the police in their in
quiry into a murder he had com
mitted or procured—which of the
two never was discovered—to indif
ference, carelessness or natural as
surance. Whatever Influenced him
it was a part of the impulse or de
sign which led him to volunteer in
formation when he could have re
mained unnoticed among the other
detained patrons. It was cool be
havior and Inasmuch as fate had
him on another string It had no con
sequence for him.]
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By ALBERT L. CLOUGH

D ozing A t T h e W h eel

Many A Serious Accident Has Itcsultcd From This Cause
WHEN YOU HAVE BEEN DRIVING all day and you are rolling
along a country road, with nothing to keep you alert, did you ever feel
yourself getting drowBy? If you have, did you ever think what might
happen, if you should completely "drop off" at the wheel? You doubt
less know what has happened to others who have done this and It Is
not a pleasant thing to contemplate. The danger of falling asleep at the
wheel Is greatest when one Is alone, is short of sleep and is driving
during the hours of the night when one Is accustomed to be in bed, but
It is present even in daylight driving, especially on warm enervating
days, on uninteresting roads where there is little traffic to demand one's
attention. This is a real hazard of driving, not only to a solitary occu
pant ot a car, but In a less degree to passengers who are at the mercy
of a sleepy operator and every motorist should realize its possibilities.
The driver who finds himself becoming drowsy should, as a matter of
ordinary prudence, stop his car, get out and walk or run about for a few
minutes, drink a cup of strong coffee if it Is obtainable or do something
else which will fully wake him up and make it unlikely that he will
lose control of his car through falling asleep If these methods fail and
drowsiness cannot be fought off, he should stop at the next hotel, garage
Ills car and go to bed, rather than further endangering his own life and
limb or those of other users of the road.

"Resident of Chicago?" Stanton
asked.

“Been almost everywhere In the
world, but this is my first time in
Chicago.”
"Well, Arthur," said the lieuten
ant, “go ahead and justify me in
letting all those other fellows go and
relying on you."
"When people call me Arthur,”
said Trembly, “they usually call me
Buck, and if they don’t know me
well enough to call me Buck, they
don't know me well enough to call
me Arthur."
"Buck, I may never know you
well enough to call you what you
ought to be called, hut I'll light a
cigar and listen to you for a while
to find out for myself whether again
I’ve been a d—n fool or an intelli
gent guardian of the public peace.
You know what I want to know,
Buck. Shoot it.”
TO BE CONTINUED

WAS IT A FAIRY?
“ O h , I saw som ething run like

N O R T H H A V EN
An ideal Thanksgiving Day! Home
gatherings and an evening service at
the church followed by a social hour
Marked the observance of the day in
North Haven,.
Among those to return home for
the day were Miss Clara Waterman.
Miss Phyllis Duncan. Miss Alice
Woodman, Arthur Woodman and
friend.
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse were din
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Crockett, Thonksgiving Day.
Services Sunday at the church will
be: Worship at 11 o’clock with ser
mon by the pastor. “The Man Who
Went Hungry.” and singing by the
chorus choir. Church school at
9.45; young people meet at 6. Even
ing service at 7. when the boys who
attended the conference a t Augusta
will speak and the orchestra will
furnish music. Song service at the
old church Tuesday night at 7.30.

MOTORIST

a flash of white 1 And it seemed
to me to look like a Fairy on a
little white horse!” cried Betty.
She is looking everywhere for
her Fairy and if you want to see
who is watching her from behind
the bush, take a pencil and join
all the numbered dots together,
starting with dot number one and
ending with dot number thirtynine.

TIMING CHAIN ADJUSTMENT
t h i n g else wrong, which intensifies
J. F. C. writes: Whenever the this trouble.
engine of my 1926 ------car is pull
ing hard, th e re Is a loud h a m m e r
WIIAT LS.TO11QVK?
ing in the fro n t of it and w h e n 
E. Ii. asks: AVill you please de
ever it is a ctin g aa a brake, b a c k  fine the term " to rq u e " ?
firing occurs. It seems to me th a t
the tim ing ch ain Is loose. Is th e re I
any way of tig h ten in g it or m ust It
be rep laced ?
A nsw er: T he chain Is tig h te n e d ;
by m oving th e generator slightly!
tow ard th e r e a r and this is a c - ;
com plished by tu rn in g the steel j
band, w hich su p p o rts the g e n e ra 
tor. T his a c ts as an eccenlric and
m oves th e g e n era to r shaft a n d .
Answcr: It m e a n s tw isting force.
Tlie force w hich a m otor-car e n 
gine delivers th ro u g h its c ran k 
shaft to drive its c a r is torque, or
turning m ovem ent. A fam iliar ex
am ple is the fo rce applied by a
person to a sh a ft, by m eans of a
crank. The lo n g er th e crank and
the greater the p re ssu re applied by
th e hand the g r e a te r the torque
or turning fo rce applied to th e
shaft.
T orque is m easured in
sp ro c k et aw ay from the o th er tw o pound-feel. F o r exam ple, if there
sprockets aro u n d which the c h ain is a crank tw o fe e t long fixed
passes. .. If th e ham m ering you [ Io the end of a s h a f t and a person
h e a r is caused by the flapping of j applies a pressure of 20 pounds to
th e ch ain ag ain st its case. It m u st, the handle a t r ig h t angles to the
be decidedly loose, possibly loose length of th e c ra n k , a , turning
enough to d istu rb valve and ig n i force of 2 tim es 20 or 40 poundstion tim in g sufficiently to cause feet will a ct a t th e axis of the
backfiring, but th ere may be som e- shaft to twist o r r o ta te it.

O R F F ’S C O R N ER
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn of Rox
bury, Mass., recently spent a few
days here with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Harbld Orff and
daughter Velma have returned from '
a visit In Nashua, N. H., and Port- j
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Parcy Elwell and
children of Unity were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weaver spent,
Thursday in Rockland.
The turkey shoot at Farwell's
farm Saturday drew a large crowd ,
from the surrounding towns. Franklorts, doughnuts and coffee were
served by the community associa
tion.

<1 It m ay be a small run or
a h alf a million im pressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
w h a t have you? . . . W h a t
ever the job
— W e Do It Right!

The Courier-Gazette

A n A u c t io n e e r
Who is heard by thousands in Knox, Lin
coln and Waldo Counties. Ilis name is
Mr. Classified Ad.; his address is The Cou
rier-Gazette; his telephone number is
Rockland 770. He charges a very small
fee and is ready Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday to cry your wares—small or
large.

Every-Other-Day
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With the exception of a game shoot
and gatherings around festive boards,1
Thanksgiving came and went without
marked attention. The high wind in
terfered somewhat with the shooting
but quite satisfactory returns were,
received.
One of the largest family gather
ings found by the correspondent was
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Mank where 24 were at the table, in
cluding
two
great-grandchildren
Donald and Robert Doherty of Rock
land. A marked feature of this feast
was the dessert—twelve pies of dif
ferent kinds. In the pie eating con
test Albert Mank won highest score.
The evening was spent socially.
Those present besides the immediate
family were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Sevon and children. Mr. and Mrs Al
bert Mank and family. Mr. and Mrs.
Bion Whitney and daughter Carleen
and Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Russell of
Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Doherty. Madeline and Dorothy H ar
rington of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Maloney of South Cushing.
It was a fine display of family loyalty.
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones. Mr.
and Mrs. Bertram Copeland and Mrs.
Ftnma Seavey had dinner with M r.1
and Mrs. Eugene Durgin in Warren
Thursday.
Mrs. Albert Robinson of Wads
worth street is spending a week with
her daughter Mrs. Arthur Johnson in
Canton.

ASK TO HEAR THE NEW

*

ATW ATER KENT
$ 6 9 .8 0
I

• ♦ ♦ •

J o h n A. K a r l & Co.
TEL. 745-W

ROCKLAND

305 MAIN ST.

110S119

M Y E R 'S
MEN'S UNION SUITS ........................... 98c, S1.25, $1.50, $1.75. $2.75
We are selling more of these than ever before.
MEN'S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS .............................. 75c, 1.50, $2.75
All depends on the weight and quantity of wool
MEN'S FLANNF.I. SHIRTS
$100, $1.25, $1.98, 53.00
MEN'S SWEATERS—Heavy or fancy ............ $2.00, S3.00, $5.00, $6.98
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL OR WORKING PANTS
........................................................................ $1.50, $1.75, $3.00, 55.03
........................................ 75c, 51.00
BOYS' UNION SUITS
................................ 50c, 75c, Sl.Ot
BOYS' BLOUSES
........................................ 79c. S1.00
BOYS' SHIRTS .....................
............................ 53.00, $5.00. $8.00
BOYS' MACKINAWS
................................................ $3.98
BOYS’ SHEEPSKIN COATS
81.00, $1.50, 52.00
BOYS' PANTS ........................
We try to make our store a friendly one—one in which you will
feel at home and that you are wanted there! If you see a crowd in
here, don't be frightened, but push your way in and you bet we'll
be just delighted to see vou.

W IL L IS A Y E R
TIM E F O R

RUBBER OVERSHOES
W HY F L IR T W IT H A C O L D W H E N Y O U C A N
G ET W A TERPR O O F FO OTW EA R
A T PRICES L IS T E D B E L O W ?
A LL R U B B E R
FL E E C E LINED
F ir st Q u ality
Carried in sto c k to fit any styl
heels. B ro w n or Black

$ 1 .4 9
CHILDREN’S 2 OR 3SNAP
All Rubber Fleece Lined
First Q uality

As cheap as a pair of rubbers
and more protection

$ 1 .0 0
M E N ’S HALF C U T RUBBERS
To fit any style shoe

98c
W O M E N ’S
SLIDE FA STEN ER S
(Fleece Lined)
Guaranteed to Work
You lake no chances with these

$ 3 .0 0

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
Next to P e r ry ’s Market

R ockland, Me.

PA R K STR EET M A RK ET
Gives a n d R edeem s

GOLD BOND

STAMPS

This Model M ark et Is New

NEW STOCK
FRESH PRODUCE
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
109 P a rk S tre e t

R ock lan d

T elephone 918
135-136

GREAT GARDEN FOR
U. S.-CANADA BORDER
Plan Living Monument to
Honor Long Friendship.

’Ijoined the Club today'
H undreds of wise m en a n d w om en will
be joining o u r 1932 C hristm as Clubs that
officially open today. Y ou, too, should
join. Y ou will find next C hristm as a real
joy and pleasure, unm arred by m oney
worries, if you are a m em ber of one of our
clubs. Join n e x t week.

Select One of These Classes:
Deposit 23c a w e e k ...........receive $12.50
Deposit 50c a w e e k ...........receive 25.00
Deposit $1.00 a w e e k .........receive 50.00
Deposit 2.00 a w e e k .........receive 100.00
Deposit 5.00 a w e e k .........receive 250.00

The T H S. junior class are rehears
ing a play. "The New Co-Ed.” to be
given in W atts hall Dec. 3. Tickets
will be checked Dec. 2 at McDonald’s.
The cast follows: Madge Stevens,
Charlotte Dyer; Estelle Doolittle. H a
zel Harrison; Letty Willis. Elizabeth
Woodcock; Grace, Phyllis Belasco;
May. Evelyn Beckett; Rose. Evange
line Paquin; Miss Rice, Pauline Mc
Lain; Dick Bradley. Forrest Grafton;
Punch Doolittle, Charles Stackpole;
George Washington Watts. Roland
Paquin; Jim Young. Richard Spear;
students, members of the Glee club,
etc. The first three acts are laid in
Thom aston, M aine
Miss Rice's boarding house for col
lege students; fourth act, on the
campus.
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
Monday evening with its president,
Financial Institutions. Inc Is a M:il ne corporation owning or controlling
Mrs. Ann Day. School street.
a majority of the Capital Stock ol 14 Maine banks having total resources
Clarence Benner is at home for a
of more than $95,000,000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of F i
few days from his employment with
nancial Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation
Is mauaved by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
the Central Maine Power Co.
In banking and financial operation.
Mrs. Leila Smalley. E. K. Winchenbach and Mrs. Stella Newbert mo
tored to Wiscasset Wednesday to view
the new bridge being built there.
Friday the same party with Miss
Frank Copeland motored to Gardiner Burgess and Mr. and Mrs. John
inson of Warren; Mrs. Henry L. Bry
MICKIE SA Y S—
on business.
Mrs. Angie Morse and Mr. and Mrs ant. Miss Harriet Burgess and Ed
Ralph Tripp were dinner guests ward Burgess.
Mrs. C. A. Leighton welcomed to
IT POUT WEVER MAKE US MAP
Thanksgiving Dav of Mr. and Mrs.
her home on the holiday her son and
VJUEW A SUBSCRIBER. 3A0JLS
L. E. Frost in Rockland.
US OUT BECUT HE FAILED TO
The annual sale of the Methodist wife Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton,,
GET KlS COP* OF THIS RERg
Ladies' Aid will be held next Wednes Mrs. Fred R. Spear and Mr. and Mrs.
GREAT FAMILY JOURNAL-s - HS
day ooening a t 10.30 a. m. with a fine Alan L. Bird, all of Rockland.
Miss
Mary
J.
W
atts
entertained
for
MUSIC TO OUR EARS, 0ECUX
variety of fancy and useful articles,
IT SHOWS ME LIKES OUR
cooked food and homemade candy: Thanksgiving. Mrs. W. A. Newcombe.
Mrs.
A.
F.
Rice,
William
G.
WashPAPER, OR HE WOULDUT GET
shopper's lunch will be served at
bum.
Miss
Elizabeth
Washburn
and
UPSET WHEM IT AeCIDEUrALLY
noon. There will be a public supper
Edward Brown.
GOES ASTRAY
Friday at 6 o'clock.
Mrs.
George
W.
Ludwig
had
a
• • • *
gathering a t her home for dinner
Mrs. Leon Leighton went to Spring- Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin G.
field. Mass., to spend the holiday Ludwig of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
with her daughter Miss Janet Leigh William T. Smith and son William,
ton.
and Miss Edna Ames and Mrs. Mar
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets tha Kalloch of Warren.
next Wednesday with supper at 6
Mrs. Minnie Beckett and son Lloyd
o'clock, housekeepers Mrs. William called upon friends in Cushing and
New’bert. Miss Edna Hilt. Miss Eliza Rockland Thursday.
beth Washburn, Mrs. E. L. Mont
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gould are in
gomery.
Surry where they will make an ex
Frank H. Jordan, Miss Margaret tended visit with Mrs. Mattie Sibley.
Jordan. Miss Ardelle Maxey. Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Woodcock had for a
William J. Tobey. Miss Ruth Blod visitor Thanksgiving her sister Miss
gett and Miss Anna Dillingham Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
made a party taking Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot en
dinner at the Knox House.
tertained at supper and cards Thurs
Services at the Baptist Church day evening at Jheir home on Elliot
Sunday: 9.45 a. m.. Bible school; 11. street. The guests were Capt and
a. m.. morning worship, topic “Cru Mrs. J. E. Creighton, Miss Jessie
cial Times;" 6 p. m.. Y.P.S.C.E.; at 7, Crawford. Miss Mary McPhail, and
the boys will reDort on the conference Mrs. Minnie Andrews of Framingham.
at Augusta.
Mr. Miller of Friendship is staying Mass.
Harold Simmons was at home from
for a time with his daughter Mrs. Boston for the holiday.
Clayton Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark returned
Rev. I. B. Mayo of East Dixfield is from Bucksport Tuesday.
paying a short visit to his daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Walter K. Butler had
Mrs. Francis Tillson, Meadow road. for guests Thanksgiving Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Mabelle Brown who came G. N. Butler and son Rollo.
from Portsmouth. N. H., to spend the
Walter K. Butler has bought an I
holiday at her home here will return Oakland coach, his former car being
Sunday.
a total loss in an accident two weeks
Lee W. Walker passed Thanksgiv ago in Rockland.
ing with his family at the home on
Henry Fales returned to Orono |
Dunn street.
after partaking of Thanksgiving din- '
Miss Hortense Wilson had as ner with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. ]
Thanksgiving dinner guests Mr. and James Fales.
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock of Rockland.
Miss Mildrey Demmons, who is a j
Miss Edith Wilson of Malden. Mass . student in the Lesley Kindergarten
and Ross. Sara and Earl Wilson Jr. of School, Cambridge. Mass., was at [
Gray. Miss Edith Wilson and Ross home for the Thanksgiving recess.
and Sara will remain over the week
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Crie and Dr. |
end.
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
Ethel Crie, were entertained a t ;
Thanksgiving dinner by Mr. and Mrs. j
Services at the Federated Church Oscar H. Crie at their home on Beech- j
on Sunday will be: Sunday School at woods street.
Mrs. Charles H. Washburn had for
9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11
o'clcck. subject. "The Human Re Thursday guests Mrs. John E. Walker.
sponse;" anthem. "In Heavenly Love Mrs. Abbie Montgomery. Miss Mabel [
Abiding." Meredith. The young peo Amesbury and Miss C. Helen Russell, .
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Achom and
ple’s society will meet at 6 p. m.; eve
daughter Esther were dinner guests
ning service at 7.
Mrs. Levi Turner had these rela- of Mr. Achom’s parents in Waldoboro
! tives and friends as her guests Thanksgiving.
Wilbur W. Strong, a student at the j
Thanksgiving dav, Mr. and Mrs. Don
ald George and son Payson, Miss Kay Thomaston High School, is disposing ]
Turner, Miss Alice C. George and of the stock belonging to the Central |
Maine Power Co. left in the building
Mrs. Clayton Whipple of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Shaw and recently sold.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rollins and I
daughter spent the holiday with Mr.
Mrs. Flora Bernard of Camden |
and Mrs. H. B. Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs Adelbert Williamson joined the family of Mr. and M rs.!
were guests Thursday of Mrs. Gill- Luther Clark In their home Thurs
day, making up a party of eight for
chrest, Wiley's Comer.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mossman. son the holiday dinner.
A car you'll be proud of a t a sur
Miss Ada Kelleran, a nurse in Port
Arthur of Old Orchard, daughters
prisingly low price. Guaranteed
Madeline. Ruth and Doris were guests land is visiting her home in North
like a new car. Will perform like
of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dinsmore in Cushing and friends in Thomaston. ! one.
Louis Bean is down from Boston to
Rockland for Thanksgiving.
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles was one spend the holiday with his grand
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
who opened her house to guests mother, Mrs. Nellie Bean.
1928 Ford Tudor
Thursday. Her visitors were Mrs.
Fannie D. Egerton, Rev. Hubert F
1927 Chevrolet Coach
TENANT’S HARBOR
Leach, Mrs. Ralph Ulmer and Miss
1929 Nash Cabriolet
"Meeting Life’s Zero Hours" will
Alice Cooper.
Mrs. George Demuth returned be the morning subject at the Bap
1927 Whippet Coach
Thursday from Stockton Springs tist Church. There will be special
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
where she has been caring for her sis music. Bible School will be at 11.45.
1929 Nash Sedan
ter for several weeks. She made the The Christian Endeavor and the eve
trip home with Mr. and Mrs. Dawson ning services have been transferred
Brewer who had been there to spend to the Martinsville church. The Ten
1931 Oldsmobile Sedan
Thanksgiving.
ant's Harbor Society will have charge
Small"mileage; cannot be told
Mrs. Helen M. Smith was hostess of the service. Through the coopera
from new. Price is right.
to several relatives a t dinner Thurs tion of all who have automobiles, and
day at the Knox Hotel, Mrs. Martha securing the “bus" transportation is
assured for all. Unless you have
1930 Ford Pick-up
other arrangements be at the church
Strout Insurance Agency promptly at 6.30. For further infor
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. mation see Miss Agnes Sivewright or
the pastor.
Insurance in all its branches
An electric clock valued at $7.00
Probate Bonds
Notary Public will be given away each dav next
J. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout week. Ask about It at Perry's Mar
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
124-12bT&StI ket.—adv.

TH O M A STO N N A TIO N A L
BANK

In E verybody’s Column *
Advertisements In this column not
exceed three lines inserted once for
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad<
tional lines five cents each for ofce
time. 10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.

Toronto, Ont.—Tlie project of an
international peace garden on the
boundary lfne between United
States and Canada is proceding.
Before very long it will be possible
for the sponsors to announce the
site of this modern Eden of trees,
shrubs and flowers which will be
laid out as a living monument to
the long amity of the two nations.
Then, according to H. J. Moore
of Islington, Out., who received the
. Idea and is now international sec're ta ry of the scheme, the drive for
funds will be on in earnest. Funds
have been coming in, although no
special effort has been made to in
duce them. These have been spon
taneous gifts from people who
have, either Individually or in
groups, been seized by the graphic
beauty of the plan to make a
boundary garden.
Gets Big Support.
It was August, 1929. when Mr.
Moore first outlined the Idea to
the National Association of Gar
deners of America at their annual
convention in Toronto. It was en
thusiastically Indorsed and re
ceived such support that today 50
national, state and provincial or
ganizations have put their pledges
behind it.
Recently a wave of support bns
come from the Middle West anil
South, particularly from Manitoba,
the Dakotas, Kansas, Nebraska and
Texas.
These are states on the great
Canada-to-Canal highway, called
already the Main street of America
—which will eventually run from
Churchill on Hudson bay, down
through Canada, the United States,
Mexico, and Central America to
Cape Horn.
It will be, U la
claimed, the world’s greatest 'rngnway and will make It possible to
motor from the sub-Arctic of Can
ada through the tropics to the
southern tip of the continent.
The road now runs from Bowsman and Swan river, Manitoba,
across the boundary and down
through the United States to Mex
ico City. It is not yet a completed
highway throughout.
Site Wins Favor.
The reason for the recent strong
wave of support from regions on
the Canada-to-Canal highway Is
evident from the fact that the road
runs throu~!i an area that is being
considered as a possible—one might
almost write probable—site for the
International Peace garden. This
area Is Turtle mountains, on the
boundary between Manitoba and
North Dakota, one of the few
heights of land In the mid-west
prairies.
Geographically this area could
not have been more Ideally located
for Its purpose. It Is on this main
north-south highway of the conti
nent and on the boundary line al
most exactly midway between New
York and Vancouver.
It Is, In fact, almost at the ex
act geographical center of the
North American continent

Ex-Passenger Ship
Runs Michigan Mill
Menominee, Mich.—Once a proud
freight and passenger carrier on
the Great Lakes, the steamer Pere
Marquette No. 6 is now operating
a sawmill.
Tom Finn, owner of the vessel,
also controls the Sawyer Goodman
Lumber company. The company’s
boilers wore out this spring and
since the mill was going to run
only a few months, it was deemed
inadvisable to replace them.
So Finn backed the old Pere
Marquette No. 6 into a slip along
side his mill, hooked up the boat's
boilers with the mill's engines and
had plenty of steam.

Butter Is $6 a Pound
Under Rule of Soviets
London.—S. Koldofsky, who lia9
just returned from a mission in
Russia on behalf of the British
Federation of Jewish Relief Or
ganizations, reports the following
price list for food in Moscow:
Milk, 42 cents a pint; eggs. 36
cents each; butter, $6.24 a pound;
oranges. $2 each.
Chocolate, coffee, cocoa and
lemons can only be obtained
through food bootleggers and at
prohibitive prices. Only workers
possessing "working cards" can ob
tain tea, and then only a quarter
of n pound per week is allowed for
four.

U. S. Hospital Business
in Big Industry Class

1

M ISCELLANEOUS •‘

»
fg »••••• •••

A YOUNG MAN. aged 30. willing, cap
able and anxious to work, w ants a Job.
Will do anything or go any where. Best
of references PHONE ROCKLAND 1084.
_______________________________ 143-145
SEE THE NEW razor hone and strop
being demonstrated at CRIE HARDr ’ ,
*
• I WARE CO.. 408 Main St. Sharpens all
—
blades; also straight razor. Satisfaction
.
.
guaranteed or money refunded; 50c this
TIGER CAT LOST—Our big tiger cat. week only.
141*143
a great pet. has strayed away and has —
—— —----- .■ . .—-—7777—« —;----- 7
probably sought shelter with somebody.1 WILL holder of ticket 1655 Rockport
Any Information about his whereabouts
cat.e ,w lth z - Dwill be very welcome. Reward for re- HARTSHORN, Rockport, at once.
turn. DONALD C. LEACH, phone 1 1 7 3 -R _______________________________ 139-144
Rockland.
143-M5
THE BRITT HOME will care for eldSMALL BUNCH of keys on hinged ring i eriy people. Invalids, convalescents, any
lost; »2 reward for return to COURIER-I 8tnd of sickness except surgical or conGAZETTE office
141*143 taglous cases.___________________ 132-tf
TUESDAY on Beech to Main Street. 1 LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
brown kid glove lost. Finder please tel “^ r e p a i r your furniture a t 218 LIME303 or leave at THE COURIER-GAZETTE ROvK ST. Tel. 1010._____________ 138-tt
office.
141*1431 ALADDIN LAMP PARTS a t all times
Prom pt aervlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
________________________________ 132-tf
LADIES - Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
132-tf

LOST A N D FO U N D ;

ACTIVE MAN WANTED to book orders
foi Nursery Stock and hire agents kJ1- 1
elusive territory. Highest commissions, j
THE WAYNE NURSERIES. INC. Newark
New York.
143*lt
Tel. 37-W.
Crescent St. 142*144 j EXPERIENCED chambermaid wants
NORA WRIGHT.
POSITION as chef or order cook want w’ork In city or vicinity, or housework,
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY __
no objection to children. TEL. 535-W
Grace St. City.
137-Lf i after 6.
140*142

SITUATIO NS

*

TO LET

»
♦

♦».
FOR SALE

4

♦
4

•R
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Pulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
240 Broadway
__________ 132-tf
GARAGE at 16 Summer St. Ask E.
143-145
H. CRIE at The Gift Shop
HOUSE FOR SMALL FAMILY, central
location. Electric lights, bath room.
TEL. 812-M.
143-tf

35 H. P. BOILER and engine lor sale.
SPEAR'S CIDER MILL. Warren, or write
A K. SPEAR. R. 3. Waldoboro
143*151
FOUR WEEKS OLD PIGS from reg
istered fast growing stock. *3 each.
GEORGE H. CAMERON. Union.
_______________________________ 143*145
From now until Christmas, attractive

-AT-69-NORTH MAIN. STREET 5-rcom 1

“^

“ S in J S S i

tenem ent with bath, all modern, gatagv.
. rpol
~
guFttwr. i
143-145
Apply 71 NO. MAIN ST. or phone 1152 sie et, lei. t>zg.___________________ r___
143-1^5
GREEN and white enamel kitchen
I range with warming cabinet, for sale,
eru°flne'to^U onA G ^ S W e e * } 1 Avail- 1
3tw7c7 kS;DRSOR ^T T ro“rTe'l
able Dec. 1. DR. R W. BICKFORD. , used twlce DR REUTER. Tel. 1233
phone 611-M Rockland.
Hfc-tf _____2_________________________ L**---?
---------------------------------------- I STROLLER for sale MRS. CHARLES
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar. SHADIE. Ingrahiam Hill.
143-lt
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; e x tra 1— —
TRADE. 4 pc. chamber
large veranda, large yard. Adults only
A1 A
142-tf j set (brand new); 9 pc. dining room set;
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
.__14
pc. chamber
set. All clean, practlpra<
SIX ROOM rent at 17 Warren •TSt
. calfy
new. Phone
880, ARTHUR L.
143-145
newly papered and painted, garage II ROKES
desired. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. , , ,Tel. i DROPPED. Best fitted wood $6 half
577.
14.1-tfli cord; limbs and soft wood $4.50 LUKE
STORE AND FIXTURES also 12 room ’ BREWSTER. Rockland. R F.D. Tel 48-W
house, three-car garage to let, all' in --------------------------------------------------------z
fine condition, all connected
Spruce
VEGETABLES for winter. Cabbage,
Head Village. 75 acres land, apple or- hard, good keepers. $1.50 per 100 lbs.;
chard, fine business opening, rent low j turnips, tender, mild, $1 bu.; squash,
will give lease. S. B. HASKELL, Cam- i good quality, $2 per 100 lbs.; carrots,
den. Tel. 2502-484.______________142-tf $1.40 bu.; beets, tender and good. $125
,
bu.; parsnips. 10 lbs. for 60c. CHATER’S
FOUR NEWLY renovated houses to let GARDENS, on back road. Rockport to
on Grove.. Lindsey. North Main and Camden, turn left beyond bridge. Will
South Main Sts, ERNEST C. DAVIS. ! deliver Tuesday and Friday mornings.
at Fuller-CobbS-Davlg.
141-143
'
125-tf
12
TWO FURNISHED apartm ents In the 1 BELTING—a limited quan tity 3 In.
La Rosa. Grove St., also modern five! and 3 'i In Goodyear Belt for sale. 19c
room apartment on North Main St. and 27c per foot. BICKNELL MFO. CO.
118-125-S-tf
ERNEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls Tel. 360.
142-144
FOUR HEIFERS, three years old; oneFord truck; 50,000 cedar shin
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All half ton
cedar trees for your lawn; cedar
modern Improvements, with garqge gles;
posts
any
size; two gristmill stones. C.
TEL 504-J.
141*143 H. PLUMMER
the auctioneer, No. Apple___________142-144
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit ton, Maine.
able for family of two or three, at 15
USED PARTS for Essex cars for sale.
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST FREDERICK WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Tel.
Tel. 318-W.
141-tf 392-M
142-144
FURNISHED flat of three rooms. All
4800 NEW TOWN EGG NCUBATOR;
modern, fine location Call NELSON B hot water brooder system, capacity 1 to
COBB or LOUISE WILLIAMS at 1142 6.000 chicks: MAPLECREST FARM. War142*144
140-tf ren. Tel. 6-31.
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
BLOOD WORMS for sm elting. NYE'S
FURNISHED or unfurnished apart GAR
AGE Tel. 585______________ 142-144
m ent of three rooms and bath or single
rooms. All modern. Call 427-W. HILL
NEW RIVER soft lump or steam coal,
DANE.
140-tf $7.75; best hard coal, $15.50, del. Thom
aston or Rockland. J. B. PAULSEN,
TENEMENT of five rooms, garage, Thomaston Tel. 84-2___________ 141*143
bath. In excellent condition and clean.
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main St
by manufacturer; samples free. H. A.
Tel. 77.
122-tf BARTLETT,
Harmony, Maine.
135-146
TENEMENT to let cheap, electric
SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for sale.
lights, flush toilet, garage. TEL. 1016.
We have a carload which we are selling
136-tf at very low prices this year. A. T. NOR___________________________________
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three ] WOOD’ Warren. Tel. 22.
- 132-tf
rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St. Adults , HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
only. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
St
143*145 ! lengths. $10; fitted soft wood, $8. O. H.
CRIE Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
129-tf
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let for
SAWED hard wood $1.75 foot, $12 cord;
light housekeeping, all modern. Adults
fitted
$1.85
foot.
$13
cord;
sawed
soft
only. M. M GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St
137*tf wood. $1 foot. $8 cord. ALFRED DAVIS,
Lovejoy St. Tel. 1064-R.
127-tf
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St. ! ■
,,
.-------- 777---- .
„
Inquire of MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176
NAILS—limited quantity, 8 10, 20, 40.
Main St Tel 874-W
123-tf 60 Penny nails at 5c per
Full kegs at
wholesale. BICKNELL
CO. Tel.
HOUSE of seven rooms, to let. bath, 360.
118-125-S-tf
gas and lights. MRS E C GRANT. 184
FIRST
QUALITY
fitted
hard
wood.
South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
134-tf
$12; limbs. $10; Junks. $12; long, $10;
SEVEN ROOM tenem ent, modern con- fitted___
____
soft
wood and ____
slabs, $8; also lumvenlences, to let at South Main St.. $25 ber. T. J. CARROLL. Tel’ 263-21. 132-tf
a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik St. —
TWO BRUNSWICK-BALKE pool tables.
Tel. 1080.
123-tf
Excellent condition, cues, balls and
FOUR rooms and bath, 41 Grace St. racks Included. Price reasonable. H. L.
Price reasonable. Apply 34 JAMES ST, BOSSA, Friendship
141*143
or Tel. 206-R after 5 p. m.______ 130-tf
CAMP and five acres or piueherry land.
HEATED apartm ent to let, modern Will sell separately. Price right for
Improvements
mpr
at 63 Park St. S. RUBEN- quick sale. Apply L. S. WEAVER. PleasiTE:IN. Tel. 916-W.
138-tf antville, Warren. Me , Route 1. 141-143
FURNISHED small house to let, three
GIRL’S COAT, dark rust color, with
rooms; also two room furnished apart fur collar and cuffs W inter weight and
ment. gas, lights and toilet. FLORENCE In very good condition. Simply out
McLAIN. 100 Main St. Tel. 1263. 132XX grown. Size 9-year-old. CALL 794-W.
DESIRABLE Main street office to let, _______________________________ 141*143
steam heated; furnished if desired.
1930 DODGE 8 Sedan. Fine condition
Rent reasonable. TEL. 899-W.
13$-tf throughout. Low price. H. L. BOSSA.
Friendship.
141*143
ONE FURNISHED and one unfurnished
aoartment to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST.
GREEN hard wood for sale, $8 cord,
Tel. 156-W.
132-tf fitted, $11. delivered anywhere. AUGUST
141*143
TENEMENT to let. five rooms fehd ELO St. George.
bath, down stairs. 16 Ocean St. PHIL
BREEDING R. I. Red cockerels for
SULIDES. opp. Strand Theatre. 138-tf sale, your choice out of 50. E. C.
139-tf
Ight TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42.
housekeeping to let. E. N. SYLVESTER.
KTER.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
132-tf copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
SIX ROOM house to let with garage home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
St.; or Ross News-stand. 381^ Con
at 191 Broadway, all modern. Tel 949. gress
128-tf gress St.
CASLON PRESS.

New York.—The rapid increase C. B. POPPLESTONE, M. D.
within recent years In the number Announces the opening of an office
and value of hospitals has tended
in the
to make the “hospital business
WOOLWORTH BUILDING
rank with the leading industries of
the country. Sixty per cent of all
for the
st
hospital beds are controlled by fed
General Practice of Medicine
ernl, state and local governments
81-83
and 28 per cent are owned by non
profit associations, while only 9 per
cent are private business enter
prises. The average investment
per hospital is about $425,000.

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W . TY LE R
PIIONE 58-23

! I The Fireman’s Lot
Is Not a Happy One II
Chester, Pa.—The Clifton
Heights Fire Protective asso
ciation. after months of prep
aration, was enjoying a thir
ty-fifth anniversary celebra
tion.
Festivities were at their
Height when the department
was called out to extinguish <>
one of the biggest tires in its
career.
The members returned a
few hours later—and called
off the celebration.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
A M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Vlnalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
R eturn—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P *1
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
140-tf

Sea View Garage, Inc.
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

4J Those rythm ic clicks of
our .presses w ill be encored
later by the tinkle of the
cash register.
For T he
C ourier-G azette printing
is the kind th a t produces
sales. E xperience proves it.
Call 770
for Estimates

The Courier- Gazette

TEL. 1250

68-tf

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys mate
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House. Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie H ard w are Co.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 791
96-tf

E very-O ther-D ay
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Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fickett and
E. Mont Perry went today to Vinal
family of Pacific street and Miss haven where he plans to spend the"
Edith Riley of Rockport motored to winter.
Bath Thursday and were guests of
Mrs. Fickett’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Euretta E. Annatoyne who
George Huntley for the holiday.
has been spending th e summer with
I
her daughter, Mrs. J. N. Southard,
The meeting of the Chapin Class has returned to New York.
Tuesday evening with Miss Ellen J.
/
Cochran and Miss Myrtle Herrick as
Mr. and Mrs. Forest R. Pinkerton
In addition to personal notes regard
Among the students home for the hostesses had 18 members in a t had as Thanksgiving guests Mrs. M a
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
holiday
were
Atwood
Levensaler,
tendance. They devoted the time to bel Howard and daughter Gladys,
m ent especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Henry Marsh, Clifford Ladd, Carl relief sewing
Miss Barbara Dinsmore and Miss
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Thurston, Charles Bicknell, Ted Law
I _____
Grace Pinkerton.
gladly received.
rence,
Mary
Lawrence
Edna
Ross,
The Spanish W ar Veterans’ Aux
TELEPHONE
770 or 794-W
Thelma Blackington and Almon B iliary will conduct a public card
Dr. and Mrs. B. R. Speer and
Cooper Jr., from University of Maine; party Wednesday evening at Legion
The beautiful new home of the John Ralph Fowler and Marguerite dedaughter Dorothy of Scarsdale, N. Y„
hall,
for
the
benefit
of
the
relief
H. McLoons, on the heights of Beech Rochemont, from Colby College;
and Harold Mackin of South Nor
street, received its formal dedication Alice Hellier from Bates; Robert fund of the local organization. walk, Conn., were guests of Mr. and
Playing
will
begin
a
t
8
and
the
Thursday in a Thanksgiving Day Dunton, Oram Lawry Jr., Kennedy
Mrs. J. N. Southard over the holiday.
family party that sat down to table a Crane Jr. and Alvary Gay, from Bow- prizes will consists of groceries and They are returning today.
other
staple
articles.
Reservations
dozen in number and lent proper dis doin; Faye Hodgkins and Mary
tinction to so august an occasion. The Lawry, from Bridgton Academy; may be arranged with Mrs. M. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Young
guests of the young householders in Margaret Adams, from Nasson In sti Dick or Mrs. John Watts.
of Belfast were Thanksgiving guests
cluded Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall tute.
of Mr. and Mrs. Almon M. Young,
Miss Nellie Murch of Vinalhaven is Purchase street.
of Portland; Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
at Knox Hospital where she recently
McLoon; Mrs. Sarah Billings, P ort
Maurice Duncan who is attending underwent a surgical operation.
land; and Mr. and Mrs. Marcus A.
Miss Stella Young spent Friday
Hebron
Academy
was
home
for
the
Chandler and two children of Cam holiday.
with Virginia and Dorothea Merriam
den. The preceding evening the party
The Senior Harmony Club meets a t Owl’s Head.
was entertained at buffet lunch a t the
Wednesday evening a t the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sherman, and Mrs. E. F. Berry, 25 Grove street.
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry are
Miss Hattie Crooker of Damariscotta
in Chicago, called by the illness of
spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and
Miss
Jeanette
Sm
ith
is
attending
a
Mrs. A. L.> Vose leaves today for
William C. Anderson, Maverick house party a t th e Wassookeah Mrs. Berry's mother. Upon their re 
Arlington, Mass., where she will visit Mrs.
turn they will have apartments at
street.
School, Dexter, for the weekend
her daughter Mrs. George Porter.
The Thorndike during the winter.
_____
I
While away she will also visit her
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Smith were
Mr. and Mrs. Sherm an Daniels of
other children.
Miss Stella Comery and John F.
Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and Mis. Bangor were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sullivan spent the holiday in Mil
E. H. Crie, Summer street.
C. E. Daniels for Thanksgiving.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Burkett,
ford, N. H„ guests of Mr. and Mrs.
daughters Winnifred and Freda, and
Charles Foster.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I.
Leslie
Cross
arc
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Clark
and
son
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Burkett and
in
Somerville,
Mass.,
guests
of
Mr.
Richard
of
Lisbon
Falls
were
gtiests
son Clifford Jr., were Thanksgiving
Alton Brown, who was recently
Day guests of Mrs. Annie Douglas and for the holiday of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. and Mrs Percy Merrifield over the transferred from th e Burnt Island
weekend
They
were
accompanied
Marsh,
Talbot
avenue.
VESPER SONG SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas, Warren
by Ibrook C. Cross and Mrs. Horace Coast Guard Station to to Boothbay
street.
»
____
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston enter Coombs who are visiting Mr. and Harbor was a holiday guest of Mr. An Interesting Musical Event At
Cambridge, and Mrs. Alden Ulmer. His marriage
tained a t cards Thursday evening at Mrs. F. A. Packer,
the Universalist Church Tomorrow
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gallagher of their home a t The Highlands, guests where Mrs. Cross was already a to Miss Faith Ulmer is set for next
Afternoon
Billerica, Mass., who were guests of being Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, guest. All were present at the party month.
Mrs. A. L. Vose over the weekend re Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mr. and tendered George E. Cross Thursday
A “Vesper Service of Song” is to
turned Tuesday.
Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. evening as an observance of his 9Pth
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Kalloch spent
be presented at the Universalist
»
Thanksgiving in Worcester, Mass.
Albert Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. W ar birthday.
church Sunday afternoon at 3.45,
Mrs. Nora Ludwig of Gardiner has ( ren C Noyes, Miss Katherine Winn
been the guest during the week and ' and William T. Flint.
Arthur K. Orne, George Adams and
Mrs. H. T. Crockett and daughter under the supervision of Group C,
over the holiday of Mrs . Castera i
Miss Rose Adams were home for Miss Beulah Crockett of North Haven Mrs. Gladys S. Morgan, chairman.
Means.
There will be a meeting of the Thanksgiving from the Wassookeag were in the city yesterday, the former The quartet composed of Mrs. K ath
Woman's Association at the Congre School, where they are members of being on her way to Augusta to visit erine Veazie, soprano, Mrs. . Morgan,
Mrs. M artha Watts of Warren was j gational vestry Wednesday at 3 p. m. the faculty.
her daughter, Mrs. Arthur E. Emer contralto, Chester Wyllie, tenor, and
the guest Tuesday of her father Wil- ]
son before attending State Grange in John Robinson, bass, with Miss Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman of Portland next week; and the latter garet Stahl, organist, will be assisted
liam H. Maxey, James street.
Warren C. Noyes was home from
Waterville for the holiday, and with Beech street, entertained at dinner being the guest of Mrs. Faustie by Miss Adelaide E. Cross and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Sawyer were Mrs. Noyes attended a family dinner Thanksgiving Day. Mr. and Mrs. F Crockett, 243 Camden street.
Helen Wentworth, sopranos; Mrs. i
the guests Thanksgiving Day of given by Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Flint, W. Hall of Waterville, Mr. and Mrs.
Nettie Bird Frost and Miss Mary
Mrs. Sawyer's father Charles C. Park street.
Robert Walker, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Dr. W. H. Armstrong ate Thanks Bird, contraltos; E. R. Veazie and
Snowdeal, a t Pleasant Beach.
Robbins, Miss Mary Wyllie and Har giving dinner with his daughter, Mrs. Raymond C. Perry, tenors; and
Edward C. Cutting in South Portland. Charles Wilson and E. F. Berry,
------Miss Mary Lawry home from ry Wyllie of Warren.
The choir of St. Bernard's Church Bridgton Academy for the holiday
bassos, with James O’Hara as guest
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon organist. The program indicates the
is to have a benefit bridge a t The j and weekend has as guest her roomThe bridge party 'under the aus
ald
spent
Thanksgiving
Day
in
Au
Thorndike grill Tuesday evening at ! mate, Miss Eleanor Bean, of Naples. pices of Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxil
musical treat in store for those w h ) I
8 o’clock, with Miss Celia B rault as
------iary Wednesday afternoon had Lhr- ? burn, the occasion serving also as a attend.
happy
reunion
with
several
of
their
chairman.
j An electric clock valued a t $7.00 tables, honors going to Mrs. A. J.
Organ—Pomp and Circumstance .... Elgar
------I will be given away each day next Crockett. Mrs. Lillian McRae, Miss former parishioners.
Divertissement .................. Delibes
Mr. O’Hara
The monthly meeting of the BJ>W j week. Ask about it at Perry's M ar- Mary Sylvester and Mrs. Anna Web
Chorus—Behold, God the Lord, from
Mrs. Hiram Arey is the guest of
Club takes place Thursday evening at . ket.—adv.
ster.
“The Elijah” .................... Mendelssohn I
her daughter, Mrs. Ralph Clayter in , Scripture and Prayer ................................ I
the rooms, with supper at 6.30. The |
-------............. Rev. George H. Welch, pastor
meeting promises to be one of unCedric French came home from
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard were Vinalhaven.
Solo—How Beautiful Upon the Moun- usual interest as Miss Anna Coughlin Bryant-Stratton Business College, guests of Mr. and Mrs. George L. St.
tains ........................................... Harker
Mrs. Frost
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts of
is to talk informally on her recent Boston for th e holiday and weekend, Clair at Crescent Beach, Thanksgiv
Away (Spiritual)
Houlton are spending the weekend Male Quartet—Steam
trip through Ireland, Scotland, Wales
------ing Day.
Now the Day is Over
in the city, dividing their time be Messrs. Wyllie. Veazie. Wilson, Robinson
and England.
' One of the happiest ladies at the
Hath Not Seen from “The......
------Ihome for Aged Women on ThanksHarold Rackliffe, accompanied by tween the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Solo—Eye
Holy City” .................. .-................ Gaul
The Junior Harmony Club meets giving Day was Mrs. Nancy Hall, who Miss Geneva Wall, motored yester David Hodgkins, an d Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Wilson
Mixed Quartet—Goin' Home ..................
Wednesday evening at 6.30 a t th e i at the age of 94, has the distinction
day to Somerville, Mass., where they Ralph Tibbetts.
.........................................
Dvorak-*Fisher
BPW rooms, with Mrs. Leola Noyes' of being the oldest inmate. On were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Universalist Quartet
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Campbell Duet—Glory
and Mrs. Faith G. Berry in charge. Thanksgiving eve she was presented ence Rackliffe, enroute to Reeds
to Thee, My God. This
Night ....................................... Gounod
------I with a delicious angel cake by Mrs. Ferry, N. H„ where Miss Wall is to and daughter Constance of Portland
Mrs. Veazie. Mrs. Morgan
are weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chorus—List,
Mrs. Alice Karl will be hostess to , Edith Jones, which she shared in her spend the winter.
the Cherubic Host from i
the Scribbler’s Club Monday evening, usual generous fashion with her
Sherman J. Rokes, Shaw avenue.
"The Holy City" ......................... Gaul
Women's Voices
------friends a t the Home.
Henry B. Bird who was in Boston
Baritone Solo, Mr. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Gardner Offertory—Melody
Opportunity Class meets Thursday I
-------for a few days on business early m
in D flat .......... Frlml
evening a t the home of Mrs. Hattie
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Decrow were the week was accompanied home by had as Thanksgiving guests Mr. and
Miss Stahl
Chorus—Hallelujah
Chorus, from “The
Richards Thomaston. She will b e ; guests of friends in Augusta for the his son Theodore, for Thanksgiving, Mrs. Albert Gardner and children and
Mount of Olives" ............. Beethoven
assisted in entertaining by Mrs. Eliza- j holiday.
Miss Eleanor Bird who teaches in Mrs. John Oakes of Orono.
beth Williamson and Mrs. Zona Mat------Old Town joined the family for the
tatall. Members are asked to take
Mrs. Octavia Leighton entertained holiday and weekend.
Tony Gatti, home from University
articles for the Mather school box.
at dinner Thanksgiving Day at her
of Maine for the holiday recess had as
------- ' home in Thomaston, her guests being
Mrs. Bowdoin Pendleton, Mrs. guest a classmate Tom Keresy of
689 M ain Street,
R ockland
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stevens and son Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mrs. Luda Mitchell and Miss Laura Gardner, Mass.
143-145
Robert went to Machias and Calais Fred R. Spear and Mr. and Mrs. Alan Richards were in Portland yesterday.
for the holiday and weekend.
L. Bird.
Mary Small, Virginia Snow and
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon are at Estelle Hall are home for the holiday
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Young en
Supper will be served by the Uni- Fort Fairfield for the weekend, guests vacation from Farmington Normal.
tertained Thanksgiving Day a t "The versalist ladies Wednesday at 6 with of Dr. and Mrs. Linwood Rogers.
Delaware" a t Olenmere, their guests Mrs. Ann Haskell as chairman. She
Mrs. Sherman J . Rokes gave a
being Mr. and Mrs. Earle Harbach will be assisted by Mrs. E. R. Veazie,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lowe spent the three table bridge party last evening.
and children of Bangor, Mrs. Hattie Miss Mabel F. Lamb. Mrs. Fred True. holiday with relatives in Deer Isle.
Favors were won by Mrs. C. C. Dilling
are boarding here. Townspeople are . WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
SO U TH T H O M A S T O N
Mrs. A. E. Orff. Mrs. Harold Marshall,
Davies and Mrs. Isabel Twaddell.
ham, Mrs. Harold Brown and Miss
pleased to have such a fine group copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Mrs. Blanche Calderwood, Miss Ade
home news, at the Old South News
come in their midst.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin G. Ludwig Helen Paris.
Agency, Washington 8t„ next Old South
Mr. anti Mrs. William Wiggin of
Miss Helen Bums entertained laide Holmes, Miss Myrtle Herrick. were guests of Mrs. George W. Lud
Church;
also a t M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
Redstone, N. H„ were holiday guests
Tuesday evening at luncheon and Mrs. E. L. Toner and Mrs. A. R. wig in Thomaston Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Eugene M. Clark who has been
mont St.
Park
your
car
in
the
warm
Fire
By
Clifford
Raymond
of
his
mother
Mrs.
Lizzie
Wiggin.
bridge, with Miss Emma Dorgan as Marsh.
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wil visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Rokes this
proof Garage. Winter street, while
honor guest. There were five tables,
liam T. Smith and son William, of week will return to Portland Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. shopping. Only 25 cents, afternoon
Miss M argaret McKnight and Mrs. Thomaston, and Mrs. M artha Kalloch
honors being carried off by Miss
and young son visited her parents in or evening.
141-145
Adelaide Trafton, Mrs. Francis Lou- Beatrice Brown left Tuesday for of Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. White of
Norway over the holiday and upon
In g re d ie n ts o f th is very
MON.-TUES.
raine, Miss Bernadette Snow and Charlestown, Mass., where they spent
New York are guests of Mrs. C. M.
their return will live in Rockland for
An electric clock valued at $700
d ifferen t m ystery story:
Mrs. Ethel Philbrook. Miss Dorgan Thanksgiving with friends.
Mrs. Ralph Ulmer and Miss Alice Kalloch.
the winter.
NOW! For the first
will be given awav each dav next
was presented with many attractive
Cooper wertf dinner guests of Miss
Mr. and Mrs. William Clements week. Ask about it at Perry's Mar
time, together on the
GORE—
Many
buckets
of
blood.
miscellaneous gifts. Other guests
An electric clock valued a t $7.00 Margaret
Miss Virginia Pease of Wiscasset is
Ruggles,
Thomaston,
returned to their winter home in ket.—adv.
screen!
But
very
expert
blood
letting,
will
be
given
away
each
day
next
were Misses Anna and Vittrici Carini,
Thanksgiving Day. her other guests visiting Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby
Massachusetts last week.
w e assure you . N o t fifteen
Miss Anne McLaughlin. Mrs. David L. week. Ask about it at Perry's M ar being Mrs. Fanny Egerton. her house at The highlands.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Luscomb and
McCarty, Miss Celia Brault, Miss ket.—adv.
murders, as you might suppose
guest, and Rev. Hubert F. Leach.
children came from Massachusetts to
from the old sang, but enough,
Betty Carter, Mrs. John Chisholm.
Miss Minnie W hite of Bath is the
visit her brother LeRoy Wiggin here
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot
Miss Marie Dorgan, Miss Joanna P at
all very deftly accomplished,
Mrs. R. C. W entworth and Mrs. guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White.
M ON.-TUES.
for Thanksgiving.
terson, Mrs. Troy. Mrs. Israel Snow, and Mr. and Mrs. E. Murray Graham Harold Allen of Camden motored
all very satisfactory, and a hint
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bassick went
Miss Helen Moulaison. Miss Sally of Portland and Miss Marion Weid yesterday to Portland where they at
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collamore en
of more at the end which can
to Portland to visit her mother over
Dyer, Miss Avis Blackington, Miss man of Rockport were guests of Mrs. tended the concert at City Hall in the tertained Thanksgiving Day Mr. and
leave nothing to be desired.
the holiday.
Maureen Burns and Mrs. E. M. Mills. David Talbot, Thanksgiving Day.
evening and heard Robert Goldsand, Mrs. T. B. Noyes and daughter Rachel
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and
GATS—Of course. The story
of Hope and J. A. Cunningham of
the Viennese pianist.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Jordan of
Carl R. Toner and family of Lewis
children and Miss Jeanie McConchie
Portland.
opens in the Dutch Mill dance
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hart Christmas Cove spent the holiday
went to Danvers, Mass., to visit Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McPhail and
restaurant on the near North
were dinner guests Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Keller. family spent Thanksgiving with rela
and Mrs. J. C. Stanton and family
Mrs. William Fish, Mrs. Mabel
Side o f Chicago.
of Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner.
Thanksgiving.
tives in Union.
Thorndike and Mrs. Millie Thomas
Leigh Mayo who is located in Bos
were guests yesterday of Mrs. A. B.
Fred Rowell of Bangor is the guest
G A L L A N T R Y —O f a sort.
The Shakespeare Society will meet ton for the winter spent Thanksgiv
Mrs. W. S. Cameron and son Clif Allen at her Crescent Beach cottage.
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Every one wanted to take care
Monday evening with Mrs. Lawrence. ing Day with his sister, Mrs. C lar ford are in Roslindale, Mass., for a The feature of the dinner was dande
Rowell.
o f p o o r M a isie, th ou gh she
Members should be prepared to pay ence Barnard, Chestnut street.
few days, joining Mrs. C. O. Perry lion greens which Mrs. Allen dug
Miss Helen Sleeper of the Bridgealways
fixed
her
clock
so
she
for their copies of "The Barretts of
who is visiting her sister Mrs. G. F. Thanksgiving Day on the lawn in
water (Mass.) Normal School faculty
never had a chance at a breach
Mrs. Elvie Curtis was the guest of Blood.
Wimpole Street," which are to be
front of the cottage.
visited her family here Thanksgiving.
of promise suit and never got
her son, Maynard W. Curtis, Ash
distributed a t this meeting.
The church fair which took place
within m iles o f alimony or a
Point, for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. H erbert Kalloch of
Following their Thanksgiving din
Tuesday in the Grange hall was a
dower. And the Tiger-Lily in
Mrs. Minnie Miles will entertain
Amesbury street, entertained at ner Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon made
success as usual and a neat sum was
spired ardor to a shivery degree.
Thanksgiving Day marked the Thanksgiving dinner Mr. and Mrs. an automobile getaway for the home
Class 26 of the Methodist Church at
netted. In the evening a fine pro
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For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

JAMES F. CARVER
30 Suffolk Street. Ward Six

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKING BALLOTS

On receipt of his ballot the voter shall forthwith, and without leaving
the enclosed space, retire alone to one of the voting shelves or compartments
For Alderman
so provided and shall prepare his ballot by marking in the appropriate place
Lafayette
W.
Benner
a cross i X >as follows: He may place such mark within the square above the
name of the party group or ticket, inlkrhich case he shall be deemed to have 88 North Main Street, W ard Two
voted for all the persons named in the group under such party or designation.
And if the voter shall desire to vote for any person or persons, whose name or
names are not printed as candidates in such party group or ticket, he may
For Member of School Board
erase any name or names which are printed therein and place a cross (X)
in the square at the right of the name of the candidate of his choice in any Irene S. Moran
i 25 Chestnut Street, Ward Two
other party group or ticket.
Or, as an optional method of voting, the voter may omit the cross (X)
in the party square and place a cross (X) in the blank square at the right of
the name of each candidate he wishes to vote for. If the voter wishes to vote
For Warden
for a candidate whose name is not on the ballot he may write the name under
the name of the candidate erased. Or if the voter does not desire to vote for Harold Simmons
a pel son or persons whose name or names are printed upon the party group 18 Rockland Street, Ward Two
or ticket, he may erase such name or names with the effect th at the ballot
shall not be counted for the candidate or candidates whose names are so
erased.
For Ward Clerk
Stickers shall not be counted unless used to fill a vacancy or correct an
i Horace Maxey
error in the printed ballot.
37 Warren Street, Ward Two
E R. KEENE, City Clerk.
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□
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Fred Gray
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□
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Marietta C. Moody
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Nelson S. Crockett
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Gladys St. C. Morgan
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William J. Sullivan
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Lake Avenue, Ward Seven
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Lester A. Post
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JAMES F. CARVER
30 Suffolk Street. Ward Six
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Ervin L. Curtis
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OPPOSES RESUBMISSION
TIIE GRADE SCHOOLS
Congressmen voting for resubmission
LO CA L T H E A T R E S
produce a chorus to compare fa. tion to his skill as an organist, he is
■will find their support divided on a
vcrably with any of the club choruses a writer of unquestioned standing Number Five Up At the Tyler Build
W.C.T.U. Advances Eight Reasons wet and dry basis. Both sides need
S tr a n d T h e a t r e
in the State.
on organ topics and a composer of
Why I t Should Not Be Granted , support in the next congress and
ing Ha* Lots of News This Morn
Two popular photoplay “raves" are
note. He is the recipient of many
ing
thus a timid politician gains nothhonors,
being
a
Fellow
in
the
Royal
Another heartening feature of lo
T he Woman's Christian Temper- J ing by compromise,
united for the first time in a talking
cai musical activities is the renewed Academy of Music. London: Royal
Grade Five, Tyler school, Mrs. picture Monday and Tuesday, when ance Union will oppose the idea of a I 4 There is nothing in the conteninterest being shown in the Boys’ College of Organists. London, and Nellie Hall, teacher:
a ^submission resolution
the Paramount love drama, “His resubmission of the 18th am endm ent.! fi°n
Gladys S t. C la ir M organ
the
American
Guild
of
Organists.
Band which is now incorporated in
,
,
will settle the prohibition matter poGrade 5 has lost three pupils within Woman," brings Claudette Colbert „Reasons are given
•
*#♦*
in
an
analysis
of
,
R
eally.
Such a resolution will
the school program, but which, as
we all can understand, particularly at j Dr. Latham True, another former the last month—Iola Stone moved to and Gary Cooper onto the co-starring the resubmission idea as found at I start universal agitation and prohibWashlngton. Word is being sent to all j ition will be as much alive In politics
ti.is time, cannot be supported by the Portland musician, who is now lo- Port Clyde, Harvard Closson to Port- horizon.
This department has frequen* oc played six or seven other numbers, city. A few years ago when the cated in California, has sent friends-: land. Philip Hutcnins to Waldoboro
The story, based on a novel. “The W.C.T.U. members to m atch wet ar- i
** resubmission had never been
casions to refer to the accomplish including a berceuse and waltz of Band was organized and sponsored an invitation to a recital of his origEdna Gamage of East Providence is Sentimentalist,” by Dale Collins, of gument for resubmisslcn with a '
Rotary
Club,, ____
keen _______
interest 'naL compositions at the Castllleja a new pupil having entered last fers Cooper exactly the type of role strong dry demand for congressional1 . 5 The ?ure,.1way. to,„La^e Pr°bibi__ _____
, ___
ments of Josef Hofmann And a reader his own composition, both tender and by the
Dion E. Woolley, of Mt. Vernon, N. tuneful works, reminiscent, yet won- was shown in its training and pro- Chapel. Castllleja School. Paio Alto, week. Edna is not a stranger as she in which he excels, th a t of a lanky : support of the 18th amendment. The 1tlon out of Polltlcs 111 1932 is for both
Handsome uniforms were which took place recently. Dr True was in Grade Four last year.
Y„ takes the opportunity to remind derful considering the composer's j gress.
young leader considerably at sea on , resubmission topic will be considered Par^’es
uphold the constitution
us it was just 44 years ago this | age.
\ procured, instruments were pro is dean of the music department at
Mrs. Mary Flanagan was a welcome how to handle women, but lacking a t the forthcoming National Confer- and be wiIlin8 to obey and enforce
month, the 17th to be exact, that till I “An interesting incident was Jo- vided for the youngsters, and lessons the school. Alice Fiske Sturgis was visitor last week. We are always not a second of action when a rough- I ence of WC.T.U. leaders at Wash- the Iaws of ,the land- Otherwise
little 10-year old prodigy set sail io. sef's improvisation upon a theme , engaged In. The Band federated a student with Dr. True at one time. pleased to see her, as we know she is and-tumble tussle will save any g irl1ington, D. C., Dec. 4-7
■prohibition will be an issue,
America, accompanied by his father, ( given by a pianist in the audience with the junior section of the State
6 The argument that the orfrom attentions she considers unflat- I The principal points of the
W illiam Shakesneare vocal teach- 1 ‘nterMted in u s- and alwayS willln8
l iother and German manager, Hei- . Three times was the morceau played Federation of Music Clubs, and one
. J , ,2 I 'end a heloing hand. Grade Five tering at the hands of the other fel- | W.C.T.U. analysis of re«inhmiK«inn sanized wets will cease opposition if
mann Wolff.
before the boy artist was satisfied, year went to Portland where it car er, singer and composer, died in thanks her and Mrs. Willis Ander- low. Miss Colbert’s work will be ere as follows:
J the resubmission plan fails is too
d
His debut in New York and P h il-| and then he seized the phrase and ried off honors with its wonderful London, England Nov. 1. at the age son f thcir he, Qn
good to be true and cannot be Justi
W’atched closely, her part as an aban
X
Wets
are
confusing
resubmis
h doned girl of the waterfront being a
adelphia created a veritable fu ro te . wound a half dozen ornamental appearance and excellent playing o 82 years. Shakespeare was o n e, a,CQ the other ^riends wh £
sion of the 18th amendment with a fied by anything occuring up to date.
and the musical writer and critic, I measures around it.
Then gradually Interest began to of the few survivors of the Victorian , tjckets
direct antithesis of the smartly referendum. The proposition to re I The wets will continue to oppose proJames G. Hunicker, declared that a ! “His behavior a t the piano was wane; there were boys who could not generation of British musicians
Stanley Farnham was again our gowned portrayals in which she has submit is bv no means a referendum. I hibition until, after long years of
__________
_____
which
derived
its
inspiration
from
new disease “Hofmannia’ had seized j perfectly self-possessed, and the get instruments; there was the ques! artist for Thanksgiving. having scored her greatest successes.
Congress has no power to submit a fruitless effort and much nullifica
the majority of musical people, and i funny little bows he made were evi- tion oflessons, etc.,and in thela st! Mendelssohn and the Leipzig school j drawn a blackboard scene6 of “Puri"His Woman," directed by Edward resolution for a referendum either tion, the habits of the people settle
few
years
the
band
has
almost
been
at
a
time
when
it
exerted
a
worldtans
of
ye
times
”
Standown to accept the truth that alco
frankly acknowledged that “since dently troublesome duties. His every
Sloman, tells how an adventuresome federal or State.
„ or cha]k
Mozart, no such genius had been ] action was that of a gay, careless boy, extinct. This state of affairs has w‘de influence. After becoming es- ,ey u ifted wUh
and handsome bachelor and a pretty
2 Many dry Congressmen seeking hol is a narcotic poison.
tablished
as
an
accomplished
pianist.
v
our
sandtable
{or
November
among the living as young Josef and although he was at that time a been deplored by the few who had
girl of the world are joined in endur
HousP!! ing romance and happiness after a to avoid embarrassment apear to
great piano virtuoso, he was a thor- Jthe band's interest the most at heart, composer and orchestra conductor. we have a
Hofmann.”
assume
resubmission
will
help
he
discovered
that
he
possessed
a
Indians
PiiKrims
etc
We
also
have
On the occasion of his appearance oughly natural and unaffected Through the perseverance of these
roistering experience in the tropics rath er than hurt prohibition. They
in Philadelphia a t the Academy of child. During this period of ‘Hof- ( few. it became a p art of the school beautiful tenor voice and went to a block-house loaned to us by Evelyn that starts with a womanless man’s say repeal will not be ratified by
FO R SALE
Dlan for bringing up a chubby little three-fourths of the States and that
Music, Dec. 17 and 19, 1887, Mr. mannia, it was reported that Josefprogram, where it rightly should be- Milan to cultivate it under Lamperti. I Bartlett of Orade Four
RUUD
Woolley was present and relates some devoted only an hour and a half long, but the question of support is After a short and brilliant career as
We have been trying out a radio human derelict. Richard Spiro, who after this failure the wets will stop
each day to practice, and that while
still with us.
a concert and oratorio singer, he took this week After seeing a radio and I plavs the infant part, is said to be a their attack. If so. why help start
Interesting comments;
Instantaneous
Automatic
A call has been sent out to local i the professorship of singing at the talking-picture machine combined it | whole show in himself.—adv.
“When the slender form of the the price paid for his first American
a wave of wet propaganda with its
youth, arrayed in a striped light-blue tour was $25,000. his father paid him organizations to contribute to make Roval Academy of Music in London, was quite a drop to a midget radio.
to avoid embarrassment appear to
blouse with sailor collar and cuffs, j one penny for each piece played in it possible for the band to reorganize, and there acquired a world-wide rep O. for a fairy god-mother.
disobey the law?
Park Theatre
Grade Five thanks Augustus Hunt- i
and knickerbocker breeches, came ' public, or two cents if the selection to procure instruments to make a utation as a teacher and perpetrator
3 Resubmission as a political idea
tripping across the stage there was ' was one of unusual difficulty.”
| balanced instrumentation, and to of the best vocal traditions of the lev for "Weekly Current Events." I The principal reason for the favor will not take prohibition out of the
a burst of applause, to which the lit- | Mr. Woolley also adds this choice | train boys to play. The Rubinstein j nineteenth century.
They are much appreciated by pupils able comment, one hears about presidential campaign of 1932.
tie fellow bobbed his head two or bit: "Glancing through a copy of the }Club has responded, and I underThe late Grace Phelps Armstrong i and teacher.
"Heartbreak" aside from the magRegardless of resubmission the
Size 4. Style F
three times in acknowledgement. | Philadelphia Musical Journal of | stand that the Rotary Club and the 1o» this city was a student with
We had a Grade Eight lesson of netic presence of Charles Farrell and ) wets will endeavor to control both
Practically New
have ’ Shakespeare abroad, and was an ar- 1“Scrambled Sentences" Friday. We his new co-starred’ leading lady
Taking his seat at the instrument, i June, 1887, we And this paragraph: Parent-Teacher Association
nominating conventions. Drys will
Can Be Seen At This Office
J thought the true and false sentences I Madge Evans, is the phenomenal n ot vote for a wet President; wets
he gazed unconcernedly over the | “A Rockland, Maine, editor is gun semething afoot. Of course there j dent exponent of his teachings,
will
be
others
falling
into
line,
as
.
.
.
.
130-tf
great
fun.
We
also
matched
words
in
house, ran his fingers noiselessly ning for the typesetter who upset
strength of the featured support. will not vote for a dry President.
over the keyboard while the orches- one of his finest sentences—the well- none of us who has heard these I The Nov. 14 issue of “Music Cou- a geography lesson from this Grade There are three names involved in
tra was playing the introduction, and j trained and cultured voices of the youngsters play in the past years, rier” has a fine portrait of the fa- Eight reader. Some of the words we the proceedings, any one of which can
had never heard of—but considering command a following of its own. To
then plunged into the solo lines of excellent choir showed to the best could wish to see this Band pass out mous Lily Pons.♦ * * *
that 11 tout of a total of 44 words) begin with, there is Hardie Albright.
Beethoven’s F irst Concerto, which i advantage in the anthem ‘When of existence.
A
musical
program
of
high
order
is
The
importance
of
school
bands
was the greatest number of mistakes, All fans are familiar with him from
he played in a manner really artistic., Morning Purples All the Sky,’ The
orchestras
and
glee
clubs
is
being
'
to
be
presented
at
the
Universalist
we think we did remarkably well.
especially in the second movement , , choir was horrified on the appear his notable debut in pictures with
The teacher and Dupils received a Thomas Meighan in "Young Sinners"
when he displayed as genuine a sen- ■arce of the paper to find the title of stressed more and more by prom i-! church tomorrow afternoon at 3.45,
nent
educators
and
musicai
experts,
j
termed
"A
Vesper
Service
of
Song."
letter from Miss Steele this week. and his subsequent fine performance
timent as the music could well be in their star piece to be ‘When Mourn
There are now music camps, nation A feature will be a group of organ We would like to see her sometime, in “Hush Money" and “Skyline.”
bobcollins, freem young, tom foley.laforesting Puppies Fill the Sky.' ”
vested with.
selections
by
James
O'Hara
whose
al
organizations,
contests
and
festi
even for a minute, when she hasn’t a
“And now we wonder,” says Mr.
“While playing he would carelessly
Next appears Paul Cavanaugh, the
thurston, lafayettebenner and the other
artistry
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